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TOPIC 1. FORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF 
NANOTECHNOLOGY AS AN INTERDISCIPLINARY FIELD 
OF ACTIVITY

Basic concepts and definitions

Like any discipline, nanoscience has its own specific system timing.

Terminology nanoscience is still  formative stage. Moreover, due to the
rapid development and rapid nanoteh-

nolohiy now, the unexpected discovery of  new phenomena and prospects  of
many seemingly entrenched at the mo ment definition can not be considered
exhaustive. A list of terms with the prefix "nano" is enlarged and expanded.

Many countries  are  developing standards  concerning on-  notehnolohiy.
For example, the International Organization for standartiza- tion (ISO), which
brings together 157 national organizations in 2005 was created the Technical
Committee of Standardization for nanotehnolo- hyy (ISO / TC 229), including in
the field of terminology.

Consider some basic concepts.
Nano- decimal prefix (in Greek nanos - «car-

face "), which means one billionth of any size.

nanoscaleimplies order size between 1 and 100 on- nometrami (1 nm =
10-9 m = 10-6 mm = 10-3 m). Fig. 1.1 roz- measures are some natural and
artificial creations of nature in dia- pazone size from 10 m to 1 A

Nanotechnology  -  interdisciplinary  field  of  science,  which  examines
patterns of physical and chemical processes in areas governmental prostranst-
nanometer sizes to manage individual atoms, molecules, molecular systems to
create new mo molecules,  nanostructures and materials nanoustroystv special
fyzy- cal, chemical and biological properties.

Nanotechnology  - is also a set of methods and techniques that make it
possible  to  create  a  controlled  manner  and  mo  difitsirovat  objects  include
components  with  dimensions  less  than  100  nm  with  fundamentally  new
properties and allow their integration into a fully functioning system on a larger
scale.



Figure 1.1 - Location of nanosized objects in the outside world

Nanomaterials- a material that contains structural ele ments (crystallites
fiber  layers,  pores),  the  geometric  dimensions  Koto  which  at  least  in  one
direction does not exceed nanotechnology border - 100 nm (1 to 100 nm), with
qualitatively different compared to traditional materials by physical, chemical,
mechanical and biological properties, functionality and performance.

The  upper  limit  of  the  range  due  to  the  fact  that  significant
transformational change properties start at size structural ele ments of less than
100  nm.  The  lower  limit  of  the  range  due  kritiches-  whom  size  of
nanocrystalline  materials  as  structural  elements  of  SCM,  which  has  ordered
structure, ie, the crystal lattice (like iron that limit is 0.5 nm).



The  term  "nanomaterials"  is  unifying  and  includes  a  wide  range  of
different materials - nanocrystal, nanofaznyh, nanocomposite, nanoporous and
nanoclusters,  nanoparticles,  nanopowders,  nanocoating,  fullerenes,  nanotubes,
etc.

Nanocrystalline (nanostructured, nanostrukturirovan- not, nanofaznyh)
materials  - materials in which the size of individual crystallites or phases that
form the structural basis, less than 100 nanometers in at least one dimension.

Volume (massive compact) Nanomaterials  - nanomate- rials, consisting
of  a  large  number  of  nanoscale  elements  (crystal  LTL),  ie  polycrystalline
materials with grain size 1 ... 100 nm.

Consolidated nanomaterials- compact nanomaterials, film and coating of
metals,  alloys  and  compounds  derived  methodological  ladies  powder
technology,  severe  plastic  deformation,  controlled  crystallization  of  the
amorphous  state  and  their  methods  of  application  raznoobraz-  films  and
coatings.

Nanoclusters  (atomic  clusters,  Nanoparticles  of  nuclear-chi)  -  Low-
structures  with  characteristic  dimensions  less  than  100  nm  (1  ...  100  nm),
consisting of tens, hundreds or thousands of atoms.

Fullerenes -nanoklasternyh special type structures; stable closed spherical
and spheroidal polyhydric molecules,  in-  correct  surface  are
formed polyhedrons of carbon atoms (or other item) showing the true nanoscale
effects. Nanotubes - filamentary particles  with atoms carbon or
other elements diameter of 100 nm containing extended
the internal cavity.

nanofiber-  filamentous  particle  diameter  of  100  nm  with  no  internal
cavities.

Quantum  dots,  wire  pit  -  klas-  artificial  nanostructures  with  thorns
dimensional  quantization movement of  charge carriers in three,  two and one
direction respectively.

Nanopowders (ultra powder) - powders with a particle size less than 100
nm.

Nanostructure (nanocoating) coating - coating of nano-meter thickness
(nanosloynye  coverage);  coating  of  nanometer  sized  crystallites
(nanocrystalline coating).



Nanocomposites  -Composite  materials  with  a  metal,  polymer,  ceramic
matrix  and  filler  in  the  form  of  nanoparticles,  nanofibers,  nanolayers  and
composite materials with complex nanokomponentiv use.

Nanoscience  -  a  system  of  knowledge  based  on  the  description,
explanation and prediction of the properties of material objects with nanometer
dimensions charac- teristicheskimi or of a higher metric level, organized or self-
ordering from nanoscale elements.

Nanovyrobnytstv -production or preparation of nanostructures.

Nanosystems- material object as ordered or self-ordering interconnected
elements  with  nanometer  dimensions,  cooperation  which  provides  the
appearance  of  an  object  qualitatively  new features  related  to  the  display  of
nanoscale factors.

Industry  nanosystems-  integrated  complex  turn  Officer  following
elements: equipment, materials, software means for tion, a system of knowledge,
technology, metrology, information woo,  organizational  and economic culture
and  human  resources,  to  ensure  the  production  of  high  technology  products
based on the use of new and innovative IP properties materials and systems at the
nanoscale ne- conversions,. Industry nanosystems on- may be registered in the
high-tech areas with high added imost hundred, based largely on investments in
"che- lovecheskiy capital."

Nano-objects  -physical  object  of  research  (and  development),  which
measures time-generally measured in nanometers.

Nanomehanika - the study of the kinetics of nano-objects, which resha-
zhenie task of moving and transporting atoms and molecules; upravle- tion of
atoms,  molecules  and  their  systems;  the  creation  of  new  molecules,  nano
structures  nanoustroystv;  defect-free  materials  and  materials  with  principled
tsipialno  new  level  of  physical  and  mechanical,  chemical  and  biological
properties Czech.

Nanotehniky- Machines,  tools,  devices,  materya- ly designed with new
features and functionality visas IMD systems during the transition to nanoscale
and have previously



inaccessible overall dimensions and energy indicators qualifications for

Niko-economic parameters and functionality.
Nanodiahnostyka-  a  set  of  methods  for  studying  structural,  physical,

chemical, mechanical, biological and other rystyk characterized nanomaterials and
nanosystems metric measurement parameters nanotochnostyu.

Nanometrolohiyi- the science of measurement methods and means of their
unity and how to achieve the required accuracy in on- nometrovom range.

Nanoefekty  and  nano-objects  in  nature.  "Intuitive"
nanotechnology

Nanotechnology, of course, today is the "front line" of civilization, the key
concept of the XXI century, the symbol of the new, third, scientific and technical
(nanoindustrialnoy) revolution, which results in the future promise to transform the
world.

However, the structures and devices of nanometer size sous- c schestvuyut
time immemorial - the living and inanimate nature. There are many examples of
how people just beginning to discover and present explicit PRINCIPLES FOR GOOD
GOVERNANCE properties of the nanoworld, which nature has long mastered.

For  example,  fullerenes  found  in  small  amounts  in  in-  native  minerals
(shunhitovye rocks that formed about 2 billion years ago), meteorites and interstellar
gases. It is assumed that gas-filled fullerenes played a role in the evolution of Earth's
atmosphere.

Biological nanostructures that were created in the process of natural evolution, is
now the inspiration for the creation of nano-ray spokusa-.

The cells of living organisms grow and divide because they are continuously
interconnected processes at the nanoscale. If the process stops, cells no longer alive.
By the way, one hypothesis of life on Earth originated billions of years ago in the
primary substance of nano-objects - liposomes. Today shy- Roco liposomes used in
nanotechnology.

Lotus plant is remarkable because its leaves are always clean in some Eastern
countries, this plant is considered a symbol of purity. Lotus leaves have a unique
surface structure that contains numerous nanovoloski as sharp peaks, Figure 1.2, and
providing superhidrofobnye properties. It is this structure explains the self-cleaning
sheet and its water-repellent ability. Water droplets on lotus leaf roll, capturing a
foreign entity. This property is called "lotus effect".



This  effect  is  observed  in  other  plants  (cabbage  leaves,  reeds,  water
catchment,  tulip)  and  animals  (wings  of  dragonflies  and  ba-  barrels).  They  are
endowed with natural  protection properties of various contaminants,  increasingly
inorganic (dust, soot) and biological (fungal spores, microbes, algae, etc.) origin.

and b

Figure 1.2 - nanostructures in nature:

and - lotus leaf under a microscope; b - gecko's paw

Since the lotus effect based solely on the physical and chemical phenomena
and properties and is not tied only to the living system, such surfaces may continue
to be technically reproduced.

Now nanotechnology tend to use this effect in razra- Botkah self-cleaning glass
(for  buildings,  cars),  fabrics,  the  accompanying  perhidrofobnyh  (nenamokaemyh)
coatings.

In  nature  to  create  composite  structures  that  optimize  the  mechanical
properties  of  structural  components  and  protective  pozvonoch-  them  and
invertebrates  (bones,  shells,  shells)  yspolzu-  etsya  nanokombinatsiya  hard  and
moving materials. Such nanotehno- nology implemented nature, there are millions of
years (pearl, opal, egg shells, enamel, etc.).

Thus, mollusks related to the type of invertebrate animals that can grow high-
strength shell nanoparticles based crayons, paste special blend of natural proteins
with carbohydrates. This nanostructured "building blocks" block the development of
cracks poyavlyayu- workers on the outside.

High mechanical  properties  of  nacre,  which  is  the  internal  coating  of  sea
shells, due to special structured cluster where the hard phase of inorganic aragonite
(a form of CaCO3) socheta- zhenie with mobile organic proteins.

Excellence  and  uniqueness  of  these  natural  nanostructures  encourage



scientists to create artificial materials with properties analohych- them.

Examples of natural "intelligent" material,  method-tion work at the atomic
and molecular level, there is a biolo- gy object as human skin is able to regenerate
itself after cuts, injuries, injuries.

Unconsciously elements of nanotechnology used by man since ancient times,
long before the advent of nanotechnology, it  is possible to talk about "intuitive"
nanotechnology, which has hundreds and even thousands of years.

More than 6 thousand. BC. e. the Middle East have developed technology of
artificial turquoise by successive nane- Senna very large number of thin films (today
we  call  them  on-  nosloynymi)  complex  composition  of  annealing  in  a  closed
chamber at  -lenyh determined for  each stage conditions.  This  artificial  turquoise
praktiche- ski defect-free, to distinguish it from the natural is through temporary co-
analysts.

In Mesopotamia four thousand. BC could produce galvanic cells and use them
to build by electrochemical semi pls gold coating on copper products.

Research has confirmed that nanotechnology principles used by the 300 BC
ancient Indian masters izhotav- Lebanon blades with special damask steel (wootz
steel) with large gardens in- carbon (1.5%), the surface of which later determined by
an electron microscope, comprising carbon nanotubes and nanofibers of cementite
(iron carbide).

The ancient Carthaginians and Phoenicians were able to cook glass, in the
configuration of several co consisted of nanoparticles of metals, glasses which gave
a unique optical properties - they changed color depending on the light. In with-
standing stained glass that adorn medieval cathedrals as a component also included
nanoparticles  of  metals  and oxides,  which determined lyalo  their  unique optical
properties.

Roman glass blowers (IV century AD.) of the initial weight glass additive Lialia
nanoparticles of silver and gold that changed color when illuminated products (the
famous ruby cups), that used the unusual optical properties of nanoparticles of noble
metals, depending on their size.

More than a thousand years ago the Maya perfectly mastered the technique of
lithography  -  are  applied  to  thin  shell  pictures  with  tar  or  asphalt,  cactus  juice
poisoned them, getting relief, applied for specific needs and amusements.

To  nanotechnology  in  construction  materials  science  can  hone  otne-
experience  the  ancient  Romans  used  to  use  ash  to  improve water  resistance  of
calcareous materials.

Other examples of nanotechnology old may fermentation processes and the



use of efficient biological catalysts - enzymes that accelerate the processes in the
manufacture  of  food  products  -  bread,  dairy  products,  cheese,  wine;  obtaining
photographic images catalysis in the chemical industry.

The oldest area of nanotechnology is also medicine and cosmetology.

However, the "intuitive" technology, which was developed spontaneously, as
if bezus- may not be a reliable basis in the future without understanding the fact in-
birth and used objects and processes. Therefore, no fundamental research aimed at
studying the phenomena occurring in the nanometer range, creation of new facilities
and of innovative tech - tech processes are of paramount importance.

Nanotechnologies  will  not  only  replace  some  outdated  and  inefficient
technology,  but  most  importantly,  make a  breakthrough in various  fields,  to  get
results nedosti- zhimye traditional technological methods and techniques.

Conclusions

1. Nanoscience  has  a  specific  terminology  system,  the  formation  of
which continues.

Start  unifying concepts  and terms in the field ye- etsya that  the prefix
"nano" is a special generalized reflection of objective ing study predicted effects,
effects and how they describe sleigh associated with a characteristic length of
the basic structural element .

2. Structures  and devices  of  nanometer  dimensions  in  the running and
howling nezhi- nature have a long history of proobra- lows and are artificially
created nanoustroystv and nanomaterials.

3. "Intuitive" Nanotechnology is based on the use of nanotechnology IP
unconscious elements used by man long before the advent of nanotechnology in
various fields's activity - construction, architecture, craft arms in sozda- bath of
glass, in food, in cosmetics , medicine, etc.

4. Background of modern nanotechnology associated  with mnohoveko-
Vym research efforts of scientists around the world.

5. In  the  second  half  of  the  XX  century.  made  the  most  important
discovery on- associated with the creation vysokorazreshayuschey instrumental
techniques  (scanning  probe  microscopy),  the  discovery  of  new  forms  of
existence of carbon possessing pronounced "nanosvoyst- you," the discovery of
a number of "anomalous" properties of nanostructures and nanoust- roystv, that
was the beginning of large-scale research in nanotechnology pro- fins.

Questions for self-control



1. Which includes nanoscale dimensions and factors which limited his
range?

2. What are the basic terms you know in nanoscience and give them a
brief description.

3. having in mind concept "Nanotechnology"  and "nanomate-
REAL "?

4. What is meant by nanovyrobnytstv?
5. Give the definition of "nanomehanika" "nanotehniky."
6. What are the main characteristics of nano industry?

7. What natural nano-objects Nano and you know?
8. Add examples of "intuitive" nanotechnology.
9. List the main chronological stages of nano-

technology.
10. What is the essence interdisciplinary nature of nanotechnology?



TOPIC 2. DIAGNOSTIC METHODS NANOSTRUCTURES

Features diagnostic nano-objects

The development of  nanotechnology,  advances in design and vyhotov-
bath  nanostructures  is  largely  determined  by  the  level  roz-  ku  diagnostic
methods of their structure and properties.

Particular  attention  is  paid  to  the  creation  and  use  of  complementary
methods vysokorazreshayuschih practical diagnose joints are to receive the most
complete  information  about  OS-  thus  a  key  physical,  physico-chemical  and
geometrical parameters on- nostruktur and processes occurring in them.

To  address  the  current  challenges  of  diagnosis  should  adapt  to  these
challenges traditional methods (equipment) as well as the development of new
but,  above  all,  local  (to  the  extent  of  0.1  nm)  Lock  research  methods  and
analysis  features  and processes  inherent  in  nanometer  geometry and systems
Reduced dimension.

Methods nanodiahnostiki be possible nondestructive.
To develop nanotechnology plays an important role the ability to control

atomic and electronic processes in situ (diagnostics, built-in technology), high-
resolution,  ideally  by  the  time  equal  to  or  less  than  the  period  of  atomic
vibrations (10 -13 s or less).

It should also study the electronic, optical, magnetic,

mechanical and other properties of nano-objects in nanoskopicheskih level.

For the diagnosis of nanomaterials used the following methods surface
as  electron  diffraction  (pro  svechivayuschiy  electronic  microscopes  and
scanning), scanning methods zondo- howling microscopy (scanning tunneling
microscopy, atomic force, magnetic force microscopy, etc.), X-ray spectroscopy
and di- fraction (small angle X-ray scattering, X-ray absorption spectroscopy),
electron spectroscopy (X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy, ultraviolet electron
spectroscopy,  Auger-e  lektronnaya  spe  troskopiya),  optical  and  vibrational
spectroscopy  (Raman  spectroscopy),  Mössbauer  (gamma  rezo-  nansnaya)
spectroscopy, methods of radio-frequency spectroscopy (nuclear mahnit- tion
resonance, electron paramagnetic resonance), neutron, etc.

This is not an exhaustive list of "nanoinstrumentariya." Development of
new methods for studying nanomaterials continues.

Further  development  of  various diagnostic  methods in situ,  taking into



account the specific nano-objects and their characteristic sizes are integral to the
development of high technologies for analyzing the properties of nanostructures
and a new generation.

This  formation  of  complex  research  techniques  as  dictated  by
technological problems obtaining and creating nanostructures on their base the
next  generation  of  electronic  and  optical  ust-  roystv  and  specific  physical,
physico-chemical  and topological  properties,  often do not  fit  within standard
ideas about the properties of matter.

Consider  some of the most  informative methods for  the analysis  of
structure and properties of nanomaterials.

Scanning Probe Microscopy

The  main  role  in  the  study  nanoworld  play  skaniruyuchoyi  zondovoy
microscopy  techniques  -  SPM  (SPM,  Scanning  Probe  Microscopy),  which
served as an important stimulus for the development of nanotechnology.

Since the invention of German physicists G. and H. Rohrer Binninh first
option probe scanning tunneling microscope in 1981 took only 30 years, but
during that time he toys with ingenious becoming one of the most powerful tools
of nanotechnology. 

The design of the microscope each has its own characteristics,  but the
overall layout remains more or less the same.

Common methods of probe microscopy, scanning probe is availability  -
often pointed needles (diamond, metal,  silicon, based on carbon nanotubes)
with a radius at the top of ~ 10 nm and a scanning mechanism - mechanical
manipulator  (3D-pe-  zoskanera made of  pezokeramycheskoho material)  that
can move the probe over the surface of the sample ( sample under the probe)
in three dimensions with high precision - normal to the sample surface to the
thousandth  of  a  nanometer,  in  the  plane  of  the  sample  -  at  the  level  of
hundredths of a nanometer.

The  operation  of  probe  microscopes  are  different  types  of  interaction
with the surface probe.

Thus, the principle of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) is based
on the phenomenon of the flow between the metal needle-zon- building and
tunneling current model, whose value varies dependence between the state of



the surface under study, such as the presence of cavities and protrusions; in an
atomic force microscope (AFM) are used inter-atomic forces (intermolecular)
interaction between the surface and the di- electric needle; a magnetic force
microscope (MSM) probe ska niruyuschiy surface is magnetic and can feel the
local magnetic structure; electrostatic force microscope

(ECM) can identify the basic charge; friction scanning microscope (SFM) allows
you to obtain nuclear co- brazheniya mode frictional forces; a scanning near-
field optical microscope (SOMBP) for analysis using the interaction of the laser
beam tion with the surface material.

Skanuyuchaya tunneling microscopy

Operating principle of scanning tunneling microscope kardy- nally differs
from all previous techniques used in physics, surface, and is this, see. Fig. 2.1.

Thin  metal  tip  mounted  elektromehaniches-  who  drive  (X,  Y,  Z  -
positioners,  pzoskanere)  is  the  probe  -  robo what  tool  to  study  areas  of  the
sample surface,  cm. Fig.  2.6,  b.  When the tip  is  brought  to the surface at  a
distance of 10 and Leu bo- °, then the application between the tip and the sample
voltage  (from z  tunneling  current  begins  to  flow extremely0.01  to  10  C)
during a period of low value.

The  tunneling  current  is  exponentially  dependent  on  the  distance
between the tip and the sample, ie with increasing distance of only 0.1 nm tun-
nelnyy current decreases by almost 10 times. This is what provides you- juice
resolution microscope as minor

changes in height causing a significant change in the tunneling current.



a b

in

Figure 2.1 - The principle of scanning tunneling microscopy realization:

a - general scheme of the STM; b - the principle of the STM:

px, Py, pz - piezoelectric; z - distance between the edge of the probe and the sample;

It- tunneling current; a - general view firm STM Solver

Through  the  implementation  of  STM  tunneling  dates  and  let  nablyu-
control  the  position  of  individual  atoms,  that  is  working  to  within  a  few
angstroms.

Each mode has its advantages and disadvantages: constant height mode
differs  expressive,  but  useful  information can be obtained only with atomic
"smooth" surfaces; DC mode requires more time, but allows you to explore an
irregular surface.

The second mode (DC) is used more often.
The design of modern-mounted piezoelements obespe- chyvaet range of

movement of the probe to 100 ...  200 mm in the plane (to within a fraction
angstrom) and 5 ... 12 mm - height (up to hundredths of angstrom).

Information tracked by computer and software rendered to the researcher
could see on the screen the object to the desired resolution.

Overall, STM can be seen as a combination of three concepts: scanning
tunneling and local sensingThat makes it unique microscope

Which NOT contains lenses (AND, means



images  are  not  distorted  due  to  aberrations).  Energy  electrons  formy-
ruyuschyh image, NOT than more electron (Ie  less
typical  energy  of  chemical  bonds),  which  provides  the  possibilitynews
nondestructive testing facility, while the high-resolution electron microscopy it
reaches even more kiloelektronvolt mehaelektronvolt, causing the formation of
radiation defects.

There are various options STM: working on air and invacuum, low-temperature
STM and work at room temperature.

It  is  important  that  besides  research  functions,  scanning  tunneling
microscopy  can  also  perform  functions  active  -  constructive  struirovanie
nanostructures.

The  tunneling  microscope  with  all  its  advantages  is  suschest-  Venn
drawback  -  based  on  the  tunneling  effect,  it  can  only  change  in-  to  study
materials conduct electricity well.

This lack deprived of an atomic force microscope.

The versatility of scanning probe microscopy techniques

An important advantage of SPM devices is that they can hoyu possible to
not only obtain a three-dimensional picture of the object at the atomic level nom
no damage and almost no distortion, but implementation manipulation of atoms,
their  capture  and  move  into  new  positions,  that  is,  .  implement  a  surface
modification of nanometer areas of High-Precision handling and use them as a
very real instruments to create nanostructures with predetermined properties of
individual atoms (atomic assembly). It is no accident SPM called "Mykhaylo to
orders and fingers" of nanotechnology.

Thus,  probe  methods  can  implement  new  technological  paradigm
"bottom-up" and realize tehnolohiches- cue cycle research creature control
structures at the nanoscale. To construct structures necessary atoms deposited
on  a  substrate,  such  as  a  gas  phase,  and  then  using  a  needle  electrode
assembly held on nuclear pre-planned program. Using SPM for local transport
of atoms is perhaps the only way to get the limit of miniaturization

when creating nanoustroystv.

With probe microscopy can get mint pa- devices that record and perceive
information as elements nanometer sizes. uniqueopportunities

YEN can be  also  used  in  the  preparation



samovosproizvodimosti biological objects.

Based  on  improving  probes,  in  particular,  led  by  the  AFM numerous
design to create miniature Saint- sorov - mechanical, chemical, thermal, optical,
etc. This is highly sensitive not only to console him prilozhen- forces, but also to
chemical reactions on the surface, the magnetic field, heat, light.

For  example,  consoles  arrays  of  silicon  or  silicon  nitride  containing
hundreds of individual sensors to allow a single chip objectives laboratory for
chemical  analysis  of  gases,  liquids,  air,  food,  detection  of  toxic  substances,
chemical  warfare agents.  These micro mynylaboratoryy were shaped pattern
name "electronic nose", "electronic tongue", etc.

Quite a lot of progress has been achieved in the application of SSM in
nanolitohrafiyi  -  "drawing"  on  the  surface  of  different  nano-structures  with
characteristic dimensions nanometer range.

In  this  regard,  the  most  successful  was  the  practice  of  SPM  in  the
implementation of the following processes: chemical oxidation surface-initiated
probe  microscope;  nanoostrovkov  metal  deposition  on  the  surface  by  power
surges; nanoindenti- controlled bath (nanoukalyvanie and nanotsarapanie).

On the basis of these processes can be carried vysokoplot- Nye recording
information on magnetic or optical drives in integral eral chips.

For example, the IBM-funded project «Millipede» (in the lane. From Lat.
- tysyachenozhka), headed by one of the founders of the first SPM G. Bin- Nynh
that technology is creating records with 1 TB / cm2.density 

According to this project, to increase productivity (up to several hundred
MB / s) using a matrix consisting of a typical syach several consoles,  which
provides entry information by micro indentuvannya.

The same principle of  creating matrices consoles can also be used for
high-speed reading of data, Fig. 2.2.

Due to the large number of ways to implement the principle of SPM and a
variety  of  tasks  in  recent  years  has  received  raspro-  stranenie  and  other
designations abbreviation scanning probe microscopes - SXM, where the «X»
mean raznooobraznye liruemye controlled physical parameters.



Figure 2.2 -  Download data from the hard drive using matrix consoles
(«Millipede»)

But even this expanded notation today is dalekne comprehensive as SXM
gone  beyond  their  own  microscopy  as  a  method  of  observation  and
characterization of nanostructures.  It  is  widely used for  surface modification,
manipulation  nuclear  (atomic  design)  chemical  reactions  between  atoms
(molecules) ultraplotnoy information recording and reading of its possible pre-
order in nature 10-10 m.

Spectral methods

In the study of nanostructures is not only important to fix the topology, the
location of individual atoms, but also to determine the chemical composition, ie
the presence of atoms of a particular element of their number. This is possible
using the methods of spectroscopy.

By spectral methods include methods poverhno- eat solids, based on the
analysis  of  the  energy  spectra  izlu-  tions,  absorption,  reflection,  scattering
occurring during irradiation of test material electrons, ions, photons.

Such methods are currently known to a few dozen. Spectroscopy methods
of investigating the energy levels of atoms, molecule

cool and well-educated ones macroscopic systems and quantum

transitions  between  levels,  which  gives  important  information  about  the
structure and properties of matter.

The  most  informative  methods  of  spectroscopy  is  electricity  Throne
Auger  spectroscopy  (EOS),  infrared  and  Raman  spectroscopy,  and  X-ray
Photoemission spectroscopy method mahnit- tion resonance.



Photoemission spectroscopy

Photoemission  spectroscopy  (PES)measures  the  energy  distribution  of
electrons emitted by the atoms and molecules of a substance oblu- tea with
ultraviolet or X-rays.

These electrons are called Photoemission.
X-ray photoelectron spectrometer scheme shown in Fig. 2.3.

Figure 2.3 - Schemeand X-ray photoelectron spectrometer

X-ray beam of a certain energy incident on the sample and photoemission
knocks electrons, which then pass through analogous lyzator speeds, "selects"
only those electrons are passing through the entrance aperture (slit) fall into the
output aperture and further detector, that have trajectory indicated in Fig. 2.16,
and speed in a fairly narrow range.

Thus, the electron detector measures the number of electrons that have
received  a  kinetic  energy,  which,  in  its  oche-  red,  to  judge  the  atomic
composition of materials.

This technique can be applied to the analysis of nanomaterials based on
almost any element.

Magnetic resonance

Another  kind  of  spectroscopy  that  provides  information  about
nanostructures is magnetic resonance. In magnetic resonance realize selective
absorption of the substance in a constant magnetic field of electromagnetic



waves of a certain frequency (1 ... 10 MHz) due to changes in orientation of the
magnetic moments of particles of matter - electrons, atomic nuclei.

If energy absorption cores shall then called nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR).

NMR due to the existence of the atomic nucleus magnetic moment. The
magnetic resonance caused by the magnetic moments of non-

paramagnets pair of electrons, called electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR).
NMR and ESR are sensitive to various internal fields acting in the matter

and therefore used to study the structure, atomic and molecular dynamics.
For example, using NMR spectrum of research espe- bennostey fullerene

structure; ESR spectroscopy is used to study the conduction electrons in metallic
nanoparticles to detect conduction electrons in nanotubes and determine whether
the nanotubes are metallic or semiconductor.

Conclusions

1. One  of  the  major  problems  in  the  methods  of  calculation  and
experimental analysis urinesexual characteristics of nano scale is to be seen in
three different aspects or dimensions - accuracy, size, time.

2. The main requirements for practical methods and tools for diagnosing
nanomaterials  are  high  (atomic)  resolution;  complementarity;  comprehensive
information on the basic physical, physico-chemical and geometrical parameters
of nanostructures and prote-  kayuschyh in these  processes;  the possibility  of
electronic registration, optiches- cal, magnetic, mechanical and other properties
of nano-objects in nanosko- pycheskoe level; non-destructive nature; Diagnosis
structures in situ.

3. Quite informative direct method of research civ spare nanostructures
are  electron  microscopy  (TEM translucent  taskanuyucha  EMS)  based  on  the
interaction flow mustache indigenous electrons with matter.

Its  main  advantage  over  other  methods  is  the  direct  instant  imaging
(including permits observation bystroprotekayuschyh processes), high resolution
shyro-  cue  range  easily  changing  magnifications,  big  depth  of  field  at  high
resolution  (especially  CEM),  the  possibility  diffraction  study  (  PES)  of
microanalysis (element-tion) analysis (SEM), phase analysis (TEM), etc.

An important focus of this technique is to create vysokorazreshayuschih
electron microscopes that provide razre- tion to a few nanometers (a nanometer



and  even  share),  that  summons-  lyayuschyh  observe  the  atomic  structure  of
materials.

4. The  main  role  in  the  study  nanoworld  play  innovative  diagnostic
methods  of  scanning  probe  microscopy  -  SPM  based  on  the  detection  of
different  types  of  interaction  of  the  probe  with  the  surface  of  the  sample  -
tunneling current (STM), the forces of interatomic (intermolecular) interaction
(AFM),  magnetic  forces  (MSM),  interaction optical  beam surface (SOMBP),
etc.

5. SPM have several advantages over electronic myk- roskopiya the terms
of  use,  size  and  complexity  konstruktsmm  obtained  solution  range  studied
materials, the complexity of preparing observations.

6. The most  important  advantage is their SPM mnohofunktsional-  ness
and the ability, in addition to research features and functions to perform active -
designing  nanostructures  with  predetermined  properties  by  implementing
poatomnoy assembly.  Thus, probe methods can implement new technological
paradigm  "bottom-up"  and  implement  control  structures  at  the  nanoscale.
creation technological cycle of study 

Questions for self-control

1. What are the key aspects of scaling in systems of nanoparticles?
2. What is the specificity of diagnostic methods of nano-objects?
3. What are the main methods used to study nanomaterials?
4. What  is  the  essence  electron  microscopy  and  types  izluche-  tion

formed by the interaction of electron flow accelerated electrons with
matter?

5. How is translucent and scanning electron microscopes and what are
their main characteristics?

6. Add peculiarities of samples for research in electron microscopes.
7. What are the structure of materials can be vstanov-

mined using electron microscopy?
8. What understand under e microscopy high

permit?
9. Give a general description of methods of scanning probe microscopy.
10. Describe the principle of the scanning tunneling microscope, its modes and

possibilities in the study of nanomaterials.

11. What is the principle of the atomic force microscope?



12. What is a scanning near-field optical microscopy?
13. What is multi-SPM methods?

14. What  are the characteristics  of  nanomaterials can be studied using
spectral  methods  -  Auger  spectroscopy  rama-  novskoy  and
Photoemission spectroscopy, magnetic resonance?

15. What  is  the  role  nanotestirovanie  to  study  the  properties  of
nanomaterials  that  are  characteristic  of  their  properties  can  be
defined?



TOPIC 3. FUNDAMENTALS OF OBJECTS ON THE ATOMIC AND 
MOLECULAR LEVEL

Descending and ascending approaches

In  the practice of  nanotechnology production possible  implementation of
two approaches - ascending and descending.

Conventionally,  these  approaches  technology  called  "top-down»  (  «top-
down») and «bottom-up» ( «bottom-up»), Fig. 3.1. It is also possible the synthesis
of the combined technologies.

and

b

Figure 3.1 - nanomontazha approaches to obtain the necessary items:

and - "top-down" with a consistent decrease in the size needed to; b
- "bottom-up" by adding to the atomic level

Descending  approachis  traditional  and  is  based  on  reducing  the  size  of
physical  bodies  (blanks)  mechanical,  physical,  chemical  or  other  dimensional
processing up to obtaining objects with the required parameters. This technology is
quite  complex,  multistage,  requires  the  use  of  the  whole  arsenal  of  expensive
equipment  associated  with  large  waste  materials  have  physical  limitations  on
dosty- Guy accuracy, so that it is time-consuming and of little use for efficient
production crease, especially for products ultra size.



Descending approach to nanotechnology, see. Fig. 3.1, and based on the fact
that for nanostructures using massive source material or coating.

Consistent  reduce the size of  source objects  razlych- kinds of  processing
them can receive the final products of nanometro- Vym parameters.

An example of  a  descending technology is  mikroelek-  Throne traditional
lithography technology (laser, electron, X-ray), co-Thoraya based on impact beam
on  the  semiconductor  workpiece  and  forming  a  given  chip  configuration.  The
dimensions  continue  obtained  structural  elements  (minimum  sizes  of  micro
circuits)  limited capacity  and capacity  used tehnyches-  cal  means,  in particular
wavelength of electromagnetic radiation.

In ascending approach, See. Fig. 3.1 would obtain the necessary objective
ing  implemented  by  successive  controlled  "extension"  of  individual  atoms and
molecules. That required the creation of "design" zdiys- nyuyetsya directly lower
order elements - atoms, molecules and molecule structure of associations that are
required  in  order  to  "alignment"  ordered  structure  that  can  achieve  marginal
performance technology to date knowledge .

This  approach  can  be  implemented  by  different  methods  -  poatomnoy
assembly  using  scanning  probe  microscopes,  with  pro-self-assembly  process,  a
sequence of catalytic chemical reactions ing etc.

This technology can be presented as a waste product molecular design.

"Raw material" here is the individual atoms, molecules, systems of atoms,
molecules  and their  business  associations,  rather  than in  the  usual  traditsi-  ing
technologies  micron  or  macroscopic  amounts  of  material  with-  hold  at  least
billions of atoms and molecules.

There is a transition from substance manipulation to manipulate atoms.

"Individual" approach, in which the external control dosty- Gaeta individual
atoms and molecules, contributes to the special conditions of structural, complex
quantum mechanical effects that determine ing "abnormal" physical, mechanical,
chemical and other svoy- tion different from conventional properties materials.

The second approach,  despite  its  poor performance in nastoyu- tion time
associated  with  inadequate  technical  "skills"  more  promising  for  his  future
nanotechnologies.

The problem of the creation and study of structures with controlled para-
meters  and  set  properties  at  the  nanoscale  is  among  the  most  important
technological challenges.  This is due to the unique properties of nanostructured
materials  in  a  state  close  to  fundamen-  Talne  limitation,  the  ability  to  create
"smart" materials with predetermined properties programmable, developing new



technology materials processing and modification of their surface, with the general
trend of miniaturization of products.

Origin  and  development  of  a  new  paradigm  of  the  entire  production's
activity  "bottom-up"  -  from individual  atoms to  the  product  rather  than "top-
down" in the conventional technology, when the product is receiving department

"Extra" material  from solid billet  covers  all  vital  human activities -  from space
exploration  to  medicine,  from  national  security  to  the  environment  and
agriculture.

Bottom-up  approachcan  be  considered  "reverse"  to  the  tradi-  Zion
miniaturization method of "top-down". However, external pro- opposing processes
of these technologies are often used together, complement each other, especially
clearly evident in all newly combined modern lithography techniques.

Atomic clusters as elementary objects samozborky

Targeted  formation  of  a  new  class  of  atomic  skonstruiro-  bathrooms
macrostructures with a high degree of ordering from samozborky phenomena and
involves  the  use  of  self  as  an  object  elect  plementarnym  nanoparticles  or
nanoclusters  which  are  uni  locally  and  scientific  entities,  and  application
perspective.

nanoclusters(From the English.  Cluster  -  beam swarm cluster,  shih  term
persistence introduced in 1964) as the nanostructure, consisting of relatively nebol-
Shogo number of atoms (from a few to hundreds of thousands) that are nanoscale
in



All three areas are considered as independent edy- lowland with certain properties.
As the most typical representative of nanomaterials, atomic clusters exhibit

truly  nanoscale  effects,  including  QDs  and  vomehanicheskoy  nature  and
characteristics,  typical  of  the  same  material  in  bulk.  Properties  cluster  can
deliberately change with the introduction of atoms of other elements.

Isolated clusters are of interest as components of microelectronic devices,
catalysts during various hy- led economic reactions as filler composite materials,
such as polymer matrix, in medicine and cosmetics, etc.

Another, very important aspect of the study data atomic formations due to
the fact that they have great potential use in practice, being universal elementary
basis for a class of atomic engineered materials with a wide range of properties.

Synthesize nanomaterials with possible clusters or by
and self samozborky, such as crystallization at the nanoscale, or violent means,
including the use of compacting pressure.

Of particular interest is the prospect of Applied buildup forming these types
of nanostructures based clusters uporya- dochennyh "samosobrannyh" mono- and
multyshariv deposited on podlozh- tuples of a broad class of substances;  "Self-
organized" nanostructures with cluster; nanocomposites, etc.

In  these  clusters  reveal  new structures  other  than  yndy-  selected  entities
"collective" properties and effects.

Methods clusters

There is  quite  a  large group of  different  methods to  obtain  an isolated
atomic clusters - physical, based on the evaporation of atoms from the surface of
the material when irradiated with a laser beam or a beam of charged particles
(electrons,  ions)  with  great  kinetic  energy;  chemical-based  recovery,
decomposition of compounds, including liquid media.

For example, for metal clusters may prima

tion by laser evaporation in a stream of inert gas, Fig. 3.2 as well.
High-intensity laser beam is directed to the original sample (metal rod), see.

Fig. 3.13, and causing evaporation of atoms from the surface of the metal continue,
which then sweep stream supplied carrier gas (eg helium) through the nozzle.

Extension flow leads to cooling, condensation and pro- razovanyyu metal
clusters,  which are  then sent  to  a  separator  through a  special  device  -  a  mass
spectrometer  to  determine  their  distribution  to  the  masses,  ie  the  number  of
particles in the cluster.



and b

Figure 3.2 - Scheme installations for metal atomic

clusters:

and - Obtaining clusters of laser evaporation (physical method);

b - obtaining clusters thermal decomposition (chemical method)

Methods of chemical groups are the most promising in terms of large-scale
production of atomic clusters.

Fig.  3.  2b  represented  thermolysis  process,  ie  decomposition  at  high
temperature  solids  containing  metal  cations,  anions  mo  lekulyarnye  or
organometallic compounds.

The starting materials (eg, lithium nitride LiN3) is placed in a quartz tube in
which a vacuum is created, see. 400 ° C. The temperature at and heated to 370 ° C
nitride  decomposes  to  release  nitrogen  gas  N2,  which  can  be  determined  to
increase the pressure in the evacuated space using a manometer. Pressure drop to
the  original  level  means  that  all  of  the  nitrogen  has  been  removed.  Ostav-
5shyesya lithium atoms are combined into clusters, which is the minimum size
nm.

The  presence  of  such  particles  is  detected  by  various  methods,  such  as
electron paramagnetic resonance.

Technology of formation of surface layers with atomic precision

An example of the formation of the surface layers of high (atomar- term) up
a  "superficial"  technologies  (technologies  edu-  PRINCIPLES  FOR  GOOD
GOVERNANCE surface and create modified layers) that can be divided into two



groups:  technology,  based  on  the  physical  and  chemical  processes  vapor
deposition.

One kind of method is the PVD thermal evaporation in a vacuum.
For the first time this method has been used for the deposition of thin layers

IU tall in the XIX century. However, the widespread received in the second Lovina
continue XX. due to an improved vacuum equipment.

The method is the evaporation of the metal when it is heated in vacuum
(10-3 ... 10-5 Pa), that translates it into a vapor phase with subsequent deposition
on  the  substrate.  Depending  on  the  heat  source  have  proliferated  tion  method
following options: Electro heating (direct current or pro- throwing heated in special
crucibles),  heated in an inductor  ispare-  tion by arc  discharge,  laser  heating or
electron beam.

To create a coating of alloys and compounds evaporation of each component
conduct of a single source.

The  advantages  of  the  method  include  relatively  simple  equipment  and
process control,  the drawbacks - poor adhesion to the substrate due to the low
energy osazhdayuschyhsya atoms and molecules and

high sensitivity to the presence of outsiders on the substrate surface film and dirt.
As the technologies of nanostructure surface modified film is widely used

technologies  to  you-  schivat  flat  molecular  monolayers  (film  thickness  of  one
molecule Kullu) with atomic precision.

Moreover,  precipitating  the  monolayer  by  monolayer,  you  can  create  a
single  family  in  the  area  nanolayers,  complex  heterostructure  (grown  on  the
substrate layered structure with each layer thickness of a few nano meters and an
accuracy of atomic monolayer of particles) and kvantovorazmer-
No structures - quantum wells, wires, dots.

One  of  the  modern  and  advanced  methods  of  creating  monolayer-

molecular beam epitaxy - MLE (Molecular Beam Epitaxy - MBE), which is a way of
improving the deposition of  metal  films by evaporation in a vacuum, which is
based on controlled konden- of consideration atoms on the substrate surface.

During understand epitaxy growth oriented one monokris- tall on the surface
of another (substrate), ie inheritance growing critical steel structures lining (from
the Greek. Epi - on, above and taxis - location, order). At the same physical and
chemical properties naraschyvaemoho epitaksi- tial layer differ significantly from
the properties of the surface.

MLE method  based  on  evaporation  and  condensation  of  matter  from



kulyarnoy molecule or atomic beams in ultra-high vacuum (~ 10-9 ... 10-7 Pa).
Simplified installation scheme for molecular beam

epitaxy shown in Fig. 3.14.

For  the  deposition  of  epitaxial  layers  used  ispa-  controlled  expansion
elements (using resistive heating, Joule heat is heat, or electron beam evaporation)
of  one  or  more ystoch-  workers  -  the  main  components  of  cell  films 4 and 5
dopants.

The surface of the substrate 2 (semiconductor, dielectric) pro- etsya multiple
molecular  beams  simultaneously;  epitak-  performed  on  this  substrate  by  the
reaction between them molecular beams of varying intensity and composition.

Management of the core material and the dopant by using valves 3, cover a
particular stream.

The temperature of the substrate during molecular beam epitaxy maintained
relatively low (at 600 ... 800 ° C). this is quite

enough to atoms and molecules could migrate to poverhno-
sti, forming a crystal lattice.

The  major  nanostructures,  the  formation  of  which  involves  the
implementation  samozborky  processes  on  the  atomic  and  molecular  level,  pre-
raise interest both scientifically and from application point of view, there is off
lyayutsya quantum wells, wires, dots, which are quite pronounced their quantum
properties.

The  sequence  of  these  structures  with  decreasing  size  for  a  rectangular
geometry and geometric field quantization in boilers in Fig. 3.3.

and

b



Figure 3.3 - Process rectangular nanostructures (a) and geometric
quantization in quantum field dimensional structures (b)

Using methods "band engineering" and "engineering funk- this wave" with
self  and  samozborky  nanoklasternyh  obrazova-  tion  can  construct  quantum-
dimensional  structures  (quantum  dots,  wires,  holes)  with  a  given  range  of
electronic and necessary optiches- Kimi, electrical and other properties which are
very promising for instrumentation applications.

Spatial  restriction  of  movement  of  charge  carriers  through  the  complete
localization leads to a quantum-effect, resulting in a structure of discrete electronic
levels,  resulting QDs and AI terms sometimes called "artificial atoms". That is,
there  is  an  analogy  with  the  behavior  of  electrons  in  an  atom  moving  only
determined attitude, clearly specified orbits.

Similar structures are formed spontaneously self-assembly over a relatively
short time (a few seconds) due to the interaction of atoms (in sufficient number)
deposited on the surface of the substrate (on- example, InAs / GaAs, Ge / Si) film
using vacuum technology.

Through a process of self samozborky and possible formation of ordered
arrays of quantum dots with a density of 1010 ... 1011 cm-2.

The  control  of  the  synthesis  parameters  (  "growing")  allows  to  obtain
quantum dots of a certain size and a set characterized joints.

Quantum dots are relatively "young" object of study, but it is quite obvious
great potential of Viko tion.

In practical terms, the quantum dot is a throne electrical device is able to
"capture" electrons and hold them in a small space, it is possible to manage the
movement  of  individual  electrons,  which  opens  great  opportunities  for  further
miniaturization Throne electrical devices and reduce their energy consumption.

Actual  use  of  such  quantum structures  is  the  display  of  new generation
quantum computers. Unusual optical properties kvatovyh points are used in areas
which require perebudovuvani fluorescent properties. For example, the wholesale
electronics, security systems, in biological studies, methyl dytsynskaya diagnosis.

♦ quantum wire (Sometimes called "quantum threads") - a system in which
the movement of charge carriers in two quantized on- board, is a small sample in
two dimensions and has a large size

Third direction cm. Fig.  3.15.  This  one-dimensional  nano-objects  (1D -  ob'yek
objects).

♦ quantum wells  (Quantum well) - a system where there are dimensional
quantum motion of charge carriers in one direction (motion of a particle is limited



to one coordinate), that in this case the sample size in one dimension lie in the
nanometer range, and the other two are big, see. Fig. 3.15.

At its core, quantum wells to nano-objects include two-dimensional (2D -
objects),  that  is,  thin films,  see.  P.  3.7,  adsorbed mono- and poly layers  at  the
interface.

Instrument  application  of  these  quantum  structures:  high-frequency  field
effect transistors,  resonant tunneling diodes, lasers,  lights middle infrared range,
infrared  radiation  detectors,  lohiche--Soviet  elements  and  devices  superdense
recording  information  vysokochuv-  stvytelnost  sensors  of  various  physical
quantities, and so on. d.

Precision lithography

Getting quantum structures (quantum wells, wires, SO- check) may not only
by  implementing  the  concept  of  "bottom-up"  (ie,  by  self-organization  and
samozborky), but with the opposite concept of "top-down".

An example of such technology is a method of precision lithography, which
is  similar  to  previously  discussed  methods,  pre-  pose  a  method  of  artificial
nanoorhanizatsii.

Lithography(C  literal  translation  of  the  Greek.  -  "writing  on  stone")
predpola- Gaeta process of forming structures of any size, including nanorazmer-
not, by transferring the "image" from one structure to another, Fig. 3.4.

Figure 3.4 - Scheme of image transfer process by lithography

Lithography is a method of surface preparation by using a template, see.
Fig. 3.4, which determines the final properties of the sample; is widely used in the
manufacture of

integrated  circuits  in  microelectronics  by  creating  topo-  logical  pattern  on  the
surface of monocrystalline silicon wafers.

The simplest method of creating nano and microstructures - optical lithography -
a process similar  to printing photos.  On a substrate,  such as silicon,  is  applied



photosensitive substance - photoresist, that changes of structure under the influence
of radiation.

In the mask (plate with slots that pattern and is made of a material that does
not  transmit  radiation),  directed  beam  of  photons,  the  priest  gives  resist.  In
illuminated  areas  resist  changing  the  composition  or  structure,  and  shaded  -
remains  unchanged,  see.  Fig.  3.5  b.

and b in

Figure 3.5 - Schematic diagram lithography

More of resist erode, while another part remains unchanged, creating relief
on the substrate Figure corresponding ry- Sunky mask pattern, see. Fig. 3.5 in.

Resolution  optical  lithography  method  is  mainly  determined  by  the
wavelength of the radiation used and the dimensions of the mask.

The  need  to  reduce  the  size  of  microelectronic  components  kladyvaet  on-
restrictions on the wavelength of the radiation used, because the modern precision
lithography techniques  based on the  use  of  radiation  as  a  source  of  X-rays  or
electron beam (X-ray, electron beam lithography).

As a source of radiation exposure in a lithography method, in addition to the
electron beam and X-ray radiation can be zasto- flax ion beams or neutral atoms,
etc.

With precision lithography can get more slozh- or quantum structure than pit
point, wire, for example, mnohosloy- or structure of quantum wells or arrays of
quantum dots in Fig. 3.20, Koto digs to achieve a new level properties.

Conclusions

1. Nanotechnological production is based on two approaches -



ascending and descending.

2. More  promising  bottom-up  approach  based  on  getting  the  materials,
objects  and  devices  with  predetermined  functional  properties  managed  by
successive  "extension"  of  practical  on-  with  atoms  and  molecules  and  can  be
implemented in different ways -

atomic-molecular assembly using scanning probe micro skopyy, self-organization
and self-assembly of cluster structures, "poverhno- stnymi" technologies, etc.

3. Elementary  objects  nanotechnology,  enabling  design  spokusa-  tion  of
functional materials and devices with predetermined structure and properties, ie to
implement  integrated  nanourovnevyy  stage  generative  technologies  are  atoms,
molecules,  atomic clusters  and particles nanopowders,  nanosloynye coating and
cutting nanot- fullerenes, quantum wells, wires, dots.

4. Mehanosinteza  technology  that  is  constructing  atomic  structures  of
molecular  assembly  by local  transport  atoms using skani-  ruyuschey zondovoy
microscopy technology is very achievable precision and miniaturization in creating
materials  and  devices,  but  not  suitable  for  large-scale  production  due  to  low
proyzvo- ditelnosti and high cost derived products.

5. Promising  very  real  and  practical  prymene-  tion  is  the  technology  of
nano-objects  on  a  "bottom-up"  based  on  the  phenomenon  of  "modular"
samozborky samoorhaniza- tion and cluster nanostructures.

6. The  most  important  bottom-up  nanotechnology  manufacturing
techniques  that  ensure  the  formation  of  the  surface  layers  of  the  Marne  ato-
accuracy and desired properties are technology osnovan- no physical and chemical
processes vapor deposition (PVD and CVD).

7. The  highest  precision  control  of  chemical  composition  and  tol-  Kyiv
region generated surface nanolayers achieved in the method of molecular beam
epitaxy, allowing "design" layer them with individual atoms and molecules.

8.
Questions for self-control

1. What  is  the  essence  ascending  and  descending  approaches  to
nanotechnology manufacturing practice?

2. What are the rising approach as molecular design cleaner products?

3. What  are  the  main  basic  facilities  and  basic  mechanisms  of
nanotechnology design?

4. Describe mehanosinteza using SPM as a method of miniaturization limit
in creating nanomaterials, nano-objects nanoustroystv.

5. What is the role samozborky processes to create materials and devices at



the atomic and molecular level?
6. What is the principle of molecular recognition protses- sah samozborky?
7. What  are  the  nanoclusters  as  an  elementary  facility  that  features

nanotechnology and construction materials on their basis?
8. Describe the main group cluster materials.
9. What methods are used to obtain clusters?

10.Describe  the  main  technologies  of  formation  of  surface  layers  with
atomic precision.

11.What is the essence of the method of molecular-beam epitaxy, what are
its capabilities in creating nanolayers?

12.What are the quantum wells, wires, dots, where they apply?
13.Describe  the  precision  lithography  method  as  a  method  of  artificial

nanoorhanizatsii.



TOPIC 4. STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF NANOSTRUCTURED 
MATERIALS

Structural features of nanomaterials

Significant changes in the properties of nanomaterials compared to Tra- Ditsion
analogues associated primarily with features of structural state.

◆In the transition from makroob'yemiv happens to nano-objects treason tion ratio
of surface and bulk atoms of the material.

To share nanoparticles atoms are thin surface layer (its thickness taken as 1 nm,
which corresponds to 2 ... 3 atomic layers for mosttypically the metal), compared to
meso and microparticles significantly increased.

Up to a certain particle size fraction of surface atoms have their contribution
can be neglected. In the properties of nanoparticle surface atoms are crucial Fig.

4.1.

and b

Figure 4.1 - Scheme of arrangement of atoms in nanoparticles (a)

and bulk material (b)

The proportion of surface atoms is proportional to a relative surface S continue to

share its volume V: a ~ S / V. Marking typical particle size as R and assume that the

particles have a spherical shape, the decreasing size of an increasing proportion of atoms

is on the free surfaces: a ~ S / V ~ R2 / R3 ~ 1 / R.

Thus, in nanocrystalline materials since the grain dia- meter 6 nm, the amount of

the surface layer becomes larger volume fraction of crystals.

The provisions of  atoms near the surface and physically geometrically different

from the provisions occupied by atoms in the crystal mass.



The surface atoms have properties different by volume, continue as they relate to the

"neighbors" in a different way than in volume (changes coordinating dinatsionnoe number

symmetry of the local environment, etc.).

In the surface atoms, unlike in the volume are solid, not all involved connections

with  neighboring  atoms.  For  finding  schyhsya  atoms  on  ledges  and  benches  surface

unsaturation bonds even higher. As a result, when the surface layer may occur atomic

structure and re- emergence of another order of atoms that distorts the crystal lattice and

even change its type.

In general, the surface atoms are in closer races standing apart than the atoms in the

crystal lattice volume, obla- provide increased supply of energy.

The surface of even the most perfect crystal can be considered great or even two-

dimensional volumetric flow defect and is (almost infinite capacity) for the majority of

crystalline defects ladi- tion, first of all vacancies and dislocations. For small particle size

significantly  increases  the  effect,  which  may  lead  to  the  release  of  the  majority  of

structural defects on the surface of the nanoparticle material and cleaning of defects and

chemical additives.

Found that  deformation and fracture processes  occurring in  a  thin surface layer

ahead  compared  to  the  internal  volume  of  the  crystalline  material,  which  largely

determines the mechanical schimi properties (strength, ductility).

Another aspect is the manifestation of the subtle physical effects associated with the

specific nature of the interaction of electrons with a free surface. There are anomalies

behavior  of  electrons kvazychastyts  (phonons,  plasmons,  magnons)  and other  packing

element excitations that result in a change in the physical properties of nanostructured

systems compared with solid materials.

All this taken together significantly alters the mechanical, electrical, optical  and other

properties and can be considered pripo- surface layer as some new state of matter.

◆Since  the  properties  of  nanoscale  particles  are  largely  determined by surface

effects, for massive object consisting of konh- lomerata nanoparticle, its properties will be

determined  effects  vozny-  rozkayuvana  on  the  borders  of  nanoparticles.  "Anomalies"

properties  of  nanomaterials,  especially  volume  (compact)  due  to  the  fact  that  with

decreasing grain size increases the length of the interfaces and their contribution to the

mechanisms of strength and ductility of the material.

The structure of nanomaterials emit relatively weak distorted central parts of the

grain ( "vnutrizerennuyu phase") and heavily distorted zones along the grain boundaries

width of about several nanometers ( "Grain boundary phase"), Fig. 4.2. The proportion of



these zones Stano vytsya significant at the nanometer scale grains (less than 100 nm).

Figure 4.2 - Model structure of nanocrystalline materials

Created special structural models and their grain boundaries in materials nanostruk-

tour. The main they have an idea of  nonequilibrium grain boundaries with an extremely

high density of almost all kinds of de defects (vacancies, impurity atoms, dislocations,

etc.), high energy izbytoch- term and long-range elastic stresses. Neravnoves- ness grain

boundaries  causing  the  high  values  of  stress  and  distortion  of  the  crystal  lattice,  the

emergence of large displacements of atoms, even the loss of long-range order.

The properties are greatly dependent on the structure of grain boundaries, the width

of  the  border  zone,  where  the  lattice  parameter  deviates  from  the  standard  value,

disorientation and grain boundaries, defects borders magnitude of free volume.

◆ One reason for the specific properties of nanomaterials - coincidence crystallite

size of the "typical" size for different physical phenomena and properties,  as "typical"

sizes are in the range of 10-9 ... 10-7 m corresponding to an average size of atoms and

molecules molecule in conventional materials.

Thus,  when  considering  any  transfer  process  (the  flow  of  electrical  current

elements,  thermal  conductivity,  plastic  deformation,  etc.)  noses  calf  attributed  some

effective mean free path Rf. If  the size of  particles of  matter R >> Rf,  scattering (or

capture and death) occurs teley noses in volume and weakly depends on the geometry of

the object. When R <Rf situation radically changes all begin transfer characteristics vary

depending on the size of the sample.

In this regard, legitimately expect effective impact of different size defects on the

properties of nanoparticles or nanostructures, whose dimensions soizme- Rhymes or less



than  the  characteristic  correlation  scale  of  a  physical  phenomenon or  a  characteristic

length that appears in theoretically describing any properties or process.

◆ In the dimensional  range 1 ...  100 nm nanoparticles Game- are on low-lying

quantum and classical  microcosm,  and it  metastabylnoe  tion  being largely  defines  as

exclusive complex physical and chemical properties.

Many physical  phenomena at the nanoscale due to the wave nature of particles

(such as electrons) whose behavior is subject to the laws of quantum mechanics.

If the object is atomic scale in one, two or three right Leni, its properties may differ

significantly from the volume for the same Parent rial through behavioral manifestations

of  quantum  laws.  For  example,  when  at  least  one  object  size  is  comparable  to  the

wavelength of the de Broglie electrons λB, along this line starts dimensional quantization.

De Broglie waves associated with any particulate and reflect their quantum

tovuyu nature. For metals λB = 0,1 ... 1 nm semiconductors λB ~ 100 nm.

Physical properties

The  feature  of  nanomaterials  is  coincidence  nanocha-  stits  size  of  the
"typical" (critical) size of many physical phenomena and properties. If the particle
size is less certain properties characteristic for each length, the appearance of new
physical properties.

Compared  to  conventional  materials  such  as  nanomaterials  change  the
fundamental characteristics such as modulus, specific TE ploemkost, melting point,
diffusion coefficient, magnetic and electrical properties. It is the essence of many
different physical processes.

Then  consider  changes  in  more  detail  some  physical  properties  while
reducing the size of the structural elements to the nanometer range.

 Changing the melting temperature depending on the size TCI time- - One
of  the  first  effects  of  nanomaterials,  which  drew  uva-  ing  researchers.  In  the
transition to nanoscale as there is a significant reduction melting temperature Tm.
Depending on the Parent rial and size reduction of Tm element nanostructures can
be hundreds of degrees Kelvin.

For example, gold is usually Tm 1340 K, the transition to nanorazmer- nomu
as 2 nm causes a significant  temperaturedecrease in this parameter,  Fig. 4.7;
when the amount of melting gold beans is 400 K, ie reduced by almost 1000 K.
The decrease melting temperature is also observed in other metals (Sn, Pb, Cu, Al,
Bi), some chemical compounds.

 Reducing structural elements to ditch nanocrystalline razme- significantly



alters diffusion processes.
For example, the rate limiting diffusion in nanomaterials znachy- tion higher

than the coarse analog (3 orders or more), allowing them to dope or slaborozchynni
insoluble  in  normal  conditions,  these  elements  through  more  advanced  grain
structure.

Increases also the self-diffusion coefficient.

 Many nanostructured metals in the state experienced higher heat capacity

and  increase  the  coefficient  of  thermal  roz-  rhenium,  reducing  thermal
conductivity, thermal diffusivity.

 Nanometer  size  leads  to  changes  in  the  electrical  conductivity  of
materials.  Resistivity  metal  nanomateria-  fishing (eg,  Fe,  Cu,  Ni,  Pd,  and their
alloys)  significantly  increases  continue  due  to  electron  scattering  at  grain
boundaries, and dielektri- chna permeability decreases with decreasing grain size.

Nonmetallic materials such as ceramic, showing bo-
Lee high conductivity values compared to the normal state.

Nanostructures based on carbon exhibit a wide range of electrical properties
- from dielectric to superconductivity, and one

the  same  material  (carbon  nanotubes)  with  different  effects,  on-  example
lehyrovanyy  or  change  the  geometry  can  be  an  insulator,  a  conductor,
sverhprovodnykom.

 Dimensional  dependence  characteristic  of  the  magnetic  properties  of

nanomaterials - the coercive force, residual magnetization, magnetic resistance. In
particular,  with decreasing grain size to the nanometer range an increase in the
coercive force mahnytosoprotyvlenyya.

 Physical aspects of nanomaterials specifics, including the possibility ness

manifestation  of  quantum  effects,  determine  specific  electronic  properties  of
particles  with  dimensions  of  the  order  of  the  wavelength  of  the  quantum
conduction  carriers  (electrons,  holes)  and  can  create  special  quantum  size
structures - quantum wells, wires, dots.

Chemical properties

There  are  numerous  experimental  evidence  on-  differences  in  nanoscale
substances  in  a  state  other  than  the  macro  and  micro  structural  analogues
chemical properties.

You can highlight the following features of their display:



v Most methods of synthesis of nanoparticles results in a nonequilibrium
metastable states on the one hand, uslozh- nyaet their study and practical use of
nanotechnology  pro-  processes,  and  on  the  other,  allows  for  unusual  and
impossible equilibrium conditions in chemical transformations.

v Nanoparticles are the systems that have excess energy precision and high
chemical activity. Particle size of ~ 1 nm with little or no activation energy entering
into the process of aggregation and reaction tion with other chemical compounds,
in which are substances with new properties. "The stored" energy objects such
you-  znachayetsya  neskompensovannist  relations  of  surface  and  near-surface
atoms.

In particular, abnormally high reactivity of metallic nanoclusters exhibit.
Carbon clusters (fullerenes), having high elektrootritsa- ness (in compounds

ability to attract electrons),  you- tread in chemical reactions as strong oxidants.
When connecting to itself radicals of different chemical nature, these nanoparticles
can form a wide class of chemical compounds with different fy- Zico and chemical
properties (magnetic, electrical, optical).

v  Large curvature of the surface of the nanoparticles and the changing
nature  of  the  atoms on  the  surface  leads  to  changes  in  their  chemical  Tsiala
continue. As a result, significantly different solubility and kata will lytycheskaya,
including biocatalytic ability of nanoparticles and their components.

v  The  high  surface  area  (per  unit  mass)  nanomaterials  increases  their
ability  to  adsorb  (ie  absorption  ve-  wines  from  solutions  or  gases)  capillary
properties (the ability to draw fluid into the under surface tension forces).

For  example,  carbon  nanotubes  have  high  sorption  char-  rakterystyky
(absorb  hydrogen,  nitrogen,  oxygen,  water  vapor,  carbon  dioxide,  organic
impurities from water,  etc.)  and have them svoeobraz- Vysokoyemkyy batteries
and nanofiltry; show kapil- polar effects (including in relation to melts or solutions
shall waist - iron, nickel, cobalt, lead, etc.).

v  For  many  nanostructured  materials  (coatings,  bulk  materials)
characterized by an increased resistance to oxidation, due to a large number of
grain boundaries and high diffusion rates and high corrosion resistance.

The principles of classification of nanomaterials



Currently, there are several approaches to the classification of nanomaterials:
the geometric parameters of the structure; the composition, distribution and shape
of structural components;  physical  principled tsypu; origin and topology, etc.  It
should be borne in mind that  the classification criteria and boundaries between
groups of nanomaterials is quite conventional.

A  crucial  role  in  assigning  specific  object  to  a  particular  class  played
interdisciplinary  boundaries  that  historically  conventions,  traditions,
terminology preferences.

One  of  the  most  common  is  the  geometric  principle  (dimension).  This
approach is important not only from a formal hundred Rhone, but also due to the
fact  that  the  geometric  parameters  of  nanomaterials  significantly  affect  their
properties.

According to the geometric principle of nano-objects can klassyfy- reign
from  different  points  of  view.  Some  researchers  suggest  characterized  zuvaty
dimension object number of measurements in which the object has macroscopic
dimensions. Others take as a basis the number nanoskopi- Czech measurements.

The simplest  option  is  when the critical  chemical  composition  and grain
boundaries  stallitov  same,  for  example,  in  homogeneous  pure  crystals  of
nanocrystalline metav- equiaxial structure.

The  second  group  represents  HCM  with  sky  krystallytamy  different
chemical composition, in particular multilayer structure.

For the third group material chemical composition and grain boundaries time-

the case is different.
The  fourth  group  consists  HCM  materials  that  nanoraz-  measuring

components (layers, fiber rivnoosni crystallites) distributed (dispersed) in a matrix
of different chemical composition, see. Tab. 4.7.

According to the principle of natural materials are classified under "typical"
(limit)  the  structural  size,  which  determines  specific  physical  properties.  For
example, the criterion "nanoscale" properties for strength are the size of defect-free
crystal for conductivity - the mean free path of electrons for magnetic properties -
single-domain crystal size, etc.

Due to the fact that the meaning of "specific" sizes are different for different
properties of materials, this principle is not widely recognized.

Thus, according to the classification by origin (in nanoba- Zisu) distinguish
the following nanomaterials:

– Classic solid HCM, nanoparticles, nanotubes; metav- howl, semiconductor
and dielectric thin films; nanokri- steel, etc.;



– Synthetic  HCM:  nanopolimery  synthetic  nanofibers  and  thin  film
nanokolloidy etc.;

– nanoscale Biostructures: biomolecular complexes mody-
emyh viruses, organic nanostructures, etc.

For  topology  (continuity)  nanostructured  materials  are  divided  into  the
following groups:

– HCM continuous, multilayer materials, nanoplivky, nanot- cuttings, etc.;
– HCM discrete,  nanoparticles,  quantum wells,  quantum dots,  nanoscale

point defects, etc.;
– Combined HCM: periodic composite structures, heterogeneous structures

mnohoob'ektnyh complex structures.

Conclusions

1. Nanostructures  corresponds  to  a  state  of  matter  when  their  behavior
manifested  dominated  entirely  new  phenomenon,  Koto  digs  give  nanoscale
particles and structures unique mechanical, electrical, magnetic, optical, chemical,
and other properties.

2. The main features of the structural state of nanomaterials, defining them
as "anomalous" properties are: a significant contribution to the surface, increasing
the overall share of the interface (mezhze- Rennes substances) and specificity of
their structure (presence of high density of defects); collective behavior and the
interaction  between  the  individual  grains;  soyzmerymost  size  of  nanoparticles
"characteristic dimensions" of various physical processes and the manifestation of
quantum effects.

3. Compared to conventional materials in nanomaterials changed
zhenie many fundamental characteristics.

4. Dimensional  dependence  characteristic  of  thermal,  kinetic,  thermal,
electrical, magnetic, optical characteristics of the physical properties of materials.
Changing  the  physical  nature  of  many  processes  in  nanostructured  materials
manifest new physical effects and properties (eg GMR effect).

5. Among  the  "anomalies"  chemical  properties  of  nanomaterials  -  high
reactivity of nanoparticles and the possibility of chemical reactions unrealistic in
the materials of "normal" structure, obtaining new materials with new properties;
different from krupnokri- stallicheskih unique solubility, catalytic and biocatalytic
resolution;  increasing  adsorption  and  capillary  properties;  pidvyscheno-  Nye
oxidation resistance, etc.



6. Nanostructured materials have higher than traditional analog value many
characteristics of mechanical properties - yield strength, tensile strength, hardness,
toughness, fatigue strength, etc.

7. A unique feature of nanomaterials is the optimal combination of strength
and  ductility.  In  particular  nedislokatsionnye  nanomaterials  implemented
mechanisms of plasticity.

8. Nanostructured  materials  exhibit  sverhplastychnost,  including  high
temperature.

9. Nanomaterials  are  classified  according  to  several  criteria.  Lee  Naybo-
common  classification  for  structural  geometrical  parameters  tours;  the
composition,  distribution  and  shape  of  structural  components;  the  physical
principle; origin and topology.

Questions for self-control

1. What features nano material compared to traditional microscopic objects
with harakterysty- kami?

2. Specify the characteristics of structural state nanomateria-
fishing, defining them as "anomalous" properties.

3. What are the main criteria for the concept of nanomaterials.

4. What  are  the  specifics  of  the  physical  and  chemical  properties
nanomateria- catching than traditional counterparts? Point to a new OS-
specific examples.

5. Describe the mechanical properties of nanomaterials.

6. What is the role of nanomaterials in expanding the boundaries of the
strength of existing materials?

7. Explain fact implementation in nanomaterials
best combining the properties of strength - ductility.

8. What are the structural aspects of the property determined sverhplastichno-
STI nanomaterials?

9. What are the main principles of classification of nanomaterials you with-
Vestn?

10. Add a group of nanomaterials on the geometric lines. Give examples.



TOPIC 5. NANOPOWDERS

Features of the structure and properties

Among the various  groups of  nanomaterials,  presented  today at  the nano
world market, nanopowders belongs championship, Fig. 5.1.

Electronics,  optics  and  processing  industry  consumes  70%  of  world
production of nanopowders.

Figure 5.1 - Different types of nanomaterials are
on the world market

Traditional  methods  based  on  powder  metallurgy  Viko  ing  powders  have
particle size range from 0.5 to 500 microns.

By nanopowders (ultrafine powders)  include powders with a particle size
less than 100 nm, cm. Fig. 5.2.

Figure 5.2 - The classification disperse materials

Currently available and investigated the properties of nanoporoshkovyh very
different  composition  from iron,  nickel,  cobalt,  copper,  silver,  gold,  tungsten,
molybdenum;  oxides  of  iron,  nickel,  cobalt,  copper,  aluminum,  magnesium,
titanium, carbides and nitrides of various elements.

Their application - a reality rather than a distant prospect.



Nanopowders peculiarity is that they are an independent group fight with-
nanomaterials (nulmernye) and at the same time is the starting material for the
bulk (compact) nanomaterials, including carbide, ceramic and kompo- pozytnyy
materials.

The  transition  from  the  coarse  state  to  state  in  the  nanometer  range  is
accompanied by a  change in a number  of  fundamental  properties  ve-  schestva
(physical,  chemical,  mechanical),  which  was  the  vydele-  Niya  nanopowders  a
separate class of dispersed material the use of which opens up opportunities in the
development of new materials and technologies fundamentally new instruments
and devices.

Compared to traditional powder size nanopowders ha- rakterizuet number
of features.

◆Obrazovanie  nanopowders  occurs  in  conditions  far  from rav-  novesiya

because their shares are imbalances, they of- the stored excess energy compared to
conventional coarse material.

◆ Nanopowders  differ  significantly  larger  specific  surface  values  over

traditional  powder  mass  alone.  Under  the  surface  area,  the  most  important
characteristic of any dis- falling system, understand the value of surface per unit
mass or unit volume of the powder material.

Typically,  metal  powders  used  in  the  technology  industry  poroshko-
howling,  specific  surface  rarely  exceed  1  m2 /  g  to  nano powders  mentioned
specific surface area is 20 ... 40 m 2 / g with a diameter of 100 nm to 110 ... 120
m2 / g with a diameter of 10 nm.

The value of the specific surface play an important role in determining the
technological properties of the powder, choice of technology and modes otryman-
tion of compact products.

◆ For  nanopowders  is  characterized  by  high  reactivity,  which  is  why
nanopowders are often used as catalysts.

The use of nanopowders

Nanopowders as an independent material dispersed in with- standing with
quite a wide range of applications:

◆as components  of  low-temperature  high-in-  eating for soldering in  the
electronics industry;



◆while diffusion welding; use between de talyamy welded thin layer of

nanopowders relevant part summons- lyaet welding dissimilar materials, including
metal alloys vazhkozvaryuvalnyh with ceramics, decreases temperature welding,
extrusion pressure, increases the strength of the weld;

◆as additives to lubricants for friction units of pumps and hydraulic

units; additives for motor oils for cars and trucks;

◆as nanoabrazivy (for ultrafine polishing);

◆as catalysts in a number of chemical plants;

◆lehyruyuschye as powder materials (fillers, polymers, rubber);

◆as magnetic paint and pigments;

◆as adsorbents for the removal of the water of toxic metals -

uranium, arsenic, lead, cadmium, etc.;

◆ in biotechnology (biologically active agents), in medicine

(For Drug Delivery and spot treatment of affected areas);

◆in  the  production  of  consumer  goods  -  fabrics,  window  coverings,
coatings for ceramic products for domestic use, having a self-cleaning effect.

Need  nanopowders  growing  rapidly.  In  2000  on-  noporoshkov  market
estimated at 400 million. Dollars in 2009 exceeded 1.4 billion. Dollars. Volumes
of production of nanopowders can be attributed to large.

Conclusions

1. The most  popular  in the world market group consists  of  nanomaterials

nanopowders.

2. Due  to  the  size  factor  nanporoshki  have  specific  ski  compared  to

traditional  powder  with-  standing  structural  dimensions  and  properties  -  high

excess energy much pain-shymy values  of specific surface area, high reactivity

sposobno- Stu etc.

3. For  nanopowders  there  is  a  great  variety  shall  todov  -  mechanical,

physical and chemical. The method of obtaining nano-powders defined its scope,

set the desired properties of the final product.

4. Nanopowders  are  widely  used  in  various  fields  as  an  independent

material - as an abrasive; as catalysts, adsorbents, dyes; as additives to it smazoch-

materials and motor oils; in medicine and biology; in manufac - tion goods stores,

etc.



Questions for self-control

1. What is meant by nanopowders?
2. What is the role of nanopowders of various groups nanomateria- fishing?
3. Nanopowders of materials received and investigated now?
4. What  are  the  structure  and  properties  of  nanopowders  compared  to

traditional powder sizes?
5. What are the main methods of obtaining nanopowders.
6. What is the essence of mechanical methods?

7. What chemical methods of manufacturing nanopowders you know?
8. What physical methods based nanopowder?
9. Describe essence method evaporation-condensation in

conditions rapid cooling method of electrical explosion of wires.
10.In  what  areas  might  the practical  application  of  nanopowders  of  various

materials?



TOPIC 6 CARBON NANOSTRUCTURES

A  special  role  among  the  various  groups  of  nanomaterials  belongs  uh-
lerodnym polyatomic cluster formation - fullerenes, on- notrubkam.

Interest in these structures due to several reasons.

◆Carbon -  the  unique  chemical  element  that  forms the  basis  of  nature;
different  ability  to  connect  to  most  ele  ments  and form molecules  of  different
composition and structure.

For  its  unique  and diverse  properties,  often  opposite  to  various forms of
carbon  can  hardly  be  compared  at  least  one  element  of  Mendeleev's  periodic
system.  This  standard  of  transparency  and  "completely"  black  body;  dia-  and
paramagnetic;  dielectric  and  metal;  semi-conductor  and  semimetals;  superhard
material and very soft; teploizo- modulator and one of the best conductors of heat.
Such unique properties - the reason that pure carbon, and materials containing it
are the object of basic research and applied in countless technical processes.

Discoveries  in  recent  years,  amazing  diversity  of  carbon  (fullerenes,
hiperfullerenov, nanotubes, graphene, etc.) forcing a new look, and in some cases
the conception of fun- Talne processes that occur with carbon and not live - nature.

◆ Based Carbon possible to create biopolymers sintetiche-

ing polymers, various plastics.

◆Carbon nanostructures particularly clearly demonstrate razlych- or Nano,
exhibit a number of very unusual properties.

◆ Fullerenes and nanotubes are the basic ob'yek nanotechnology objects on

which the possible creation of a number of practical importance macroscopic -
materials and devices.

◆The potential use of data structures (especially nanotube) is superior to
other potential nanostructures.

Allotropic form of carbon

Quite  a  long  time  been  known allotropnye  three  major  modifications  of
carbon  -  graphite,  diamond  and  carbon  black  (amorphous  carbon),  Fig.  6.1.
However,  in  the  last  century  carbon  family  was  quickly  replenished.  were
originally Open one-dimensional version and hexagonal carbon carbyne kind
diamond Lonsdale.



Figure 6.1 - allotropic modifications of carbon

Next (1985) were discovered molecules of fullerene C60, see. Fig. 6.1, their
derivatives and CN. Less than 10 years later the world learned of the existence of
cylindrical carbon modification - dimensional, single- and multi- hosloynyh carbon
nanotubes.

Finally, in 2004 a group of scientists from England and Russia was a semi
Chen two-dimensional form of carbon - graphene see. Fig. 6.1.

In order to understand how the structure of nanoscale structures of carbon,
first consider the most famous allotropnye modifika- tion of carbon - graphite and
diamond.

The structure of the graphite lattice is shown in Fig. 6.1, 6.2, and. Graphite
crystals consist of parallel planes (layered structure), in which atoms are arranged
at the vertices of regular six- angles. The distance between neighboring atoms in
the plane (side of hexagon) 0,142 nm between adjacent planes - 0.335 nm.

Each atom in the plane associated with three neighbors nepolyar- their strong
covalent bonds. Between atoms arranged in different planes, forming weak Van
der Waals bond.

In graffiti in the formation of relationships involved three electrons, atoms,
electrons fourth free.

This structure determines the characteristics of graphite - low hardness and
ability to easily delaminate even at low on- load (used as solid lubricant); electrical
conductivity in the planar direction than the conductivity in the transverse direction
nom 10,000 times (due to  the electrical  conductivity  of  graphite  is  used as  an
electrode material in electrochemical and electro technical devices); high thermal
conductivity also depends on the direction (graphite is used as a lining material).
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Figure 6.2 - Crystal lattice of graphite (a); Diamond (b); Rena fulle- molecule (a football
analogy) (c)

The unit cell is the tetrahedron diamond in the center and four tops of which
are carbon atoms. The coordination number of carbon in the diamond lattice, that
is, the number of atoms located at an equal distance from the smallest of the atom
is four. All atoms are separated from each other at a distance of 0.154 nm.

All four valence electrons of carbon atoms form a high-covalent bonds CC.
Due to the high energy valence bonds kova- diamond has high strength, hardness
(the hardest of known minerals in nature). Electrons provodimo- eat no, it is an
insulator.  The  feature  of  diamond pov'yazanyy-  tion  of  its  structure,  is  a  high
melting point (3550 ° C), chemical inertness.



Diamond is less stable than 1970 K and atmospheric pressuregraphite and
converted to graphite at 4100 K).(Graphite, not plavlyachy, vozhonya- at etsya 

At  high  pressures  and  1200  K)  with  graphite
vysokorientirovannohorelatively low temperatures (formed by hexagonal carbon
vehicle adaptation of wurtzite type crystal lattice - Lonsdale (lattice parameters a =
0.252 nm, c = 0.412 nm) with a density as in diamond. Lonsdale also found in
meteorites.

The  crystalline  modification  of  carbon  hexagonal  system  with
tsepochechnuyu structure of molecules called linear acetylenic carbon. There are
several  forms carbyne,  different  number  of  atoms in the unit  cell,  and the cell
frame razme- density  (2.68 ...  3.30 g /  cc).  Linear  acetylenic  carbon occurs in
nature as the mineral chaoite and the resulting artificially - dehidropoli- oxidative
condensation of acetylene by laser radiation on graphite or CCl4 of hydrocarbons
in low-temperature plasma.

Linear acetylenic carbon linear polymer of carbon.
This modifies the semiconducting properties by light and its  conductivity

increases  greatly;  this  property is  based on one of  its  most  important  practical
applications - in solar cells.

The main methods of obtaining fullerenes

For carbon nanostructures with different sizes and qualities developed many
methods,  which  essentially  boils  down  to  who  himiches-  converting  carbon
materials at high temperatures.

The main methods of obtaining fullerenes are:

◆sublimation  (Thermal  evaporation),  followed  graphite  desubli-  matzo
(gas phase transition from the solid state);

◆ pyrolysis (Decomposition at high temperatures) hydrocarbons.
The method sublimation of graphite is reduced to the selection of graphite

fullerene soot formed during thermal decomposition (evaporation) of graphite by
heating using an electric arc, laser you- action resistive heating, heating plasma jet,
etc.

One of  the  most  common,  simply  and effectively  methods  for  obtaining
fullerenes  is  using  arc  discharge  between  the  rods  of  chemically  pure
(pyrolytycheskoho) graphite in a vacuum with an inert gas supply.

In moderate heat breaks the link between the individual layers of graphite,
but there is no decomposition of material that evaporates into individual atoms.



Evaporated layer consists of individual fragments, which are the basis for building
the molecule of C60 and other carbon clusters which Fig. 6.3.

Figure 6.3 - The mechanism of fullerene formation

The  result  is  two  products  -  fullerenosoderzhaschaya  black  (30  ...  40%
distilled carbon) which is deposited on the chamber walls and densely sintered
residue on the front surface of the cathode, which formulate miruyutsya carbon
nanotubes  (initially  these  structures  are  considered  as  by-products  of  synthesis
fullerenes).

Next fullerenes released (extracted) from the soot by various methods, for
example  by  dissolving  it  in  an  organic  liquid  (ben-  ash,  toluene,  etc.)  and
subsequent evaporation when heated with formyrova- tion crystalline precipitate -
fullerene.

Helium acts as a "buffer" of gas atoms is "quenched" stabbing motion raised
batelnye carbon fragments (cooling), which hinder their integration into stable 105
Pa. (1.4 ... 2.8) structure. Optimal pressure helium

pyrolysis  of  hydrocarbons  fullerene  to  form  sold  in  their  heated  using
microwave plasma, laser, or the partial combustion of hydrocarbons.

The method of partial combustion of hydrocarbons in recent years ynten-
passive develops a serious competitor to all other methods of industrial production
of  fullerenes.  Typically,  pyrolysis  podver-  -hayut  aromatic  hydrocarbons  (eg
benzene).

As  promising  industrial  method  of  obtaining  fulle-  Renova  seen  its
production of natural carbon

SHUNGITE material, which stocks a large bowels of the earth, and soder zhanye
fullerene varies within wide limits - from tenths to non- how many tens of percent.

Properties fullerene



Features  of  the  structure  defining  "abnormal"  physical  and  chemical
properties of fullerenes schimi.

The most studied fullerenes C60 is black, rhymes nerastvo- in water; is the
"clean" Allotropy of carbon.

The ionization energy of fullerene - 7.58 eV; heat at room temperature close
K); TE ploprovodnostto the heat capacity of graphite is 0.68 J / (kg), the 0.4
W / (mand is small at room temperature electrical properties of fullerenes is an
insulator, see. Table. 6.1.

Stable  fullerene  C  in  1700,  but  in  the  presence  of  oxygeninert
environment to temperatures oxidation of this form of carbon (to form ca- syda CO
and carbon dioxide CO2) has been observed at significantly lower temperatures -
about 500 K.

Thus, fullerenes have oxidizing ability, exhibit the properties of aromatic
compounds  capable  of  entering  into  Chi  ethical  reactions  of  various  types
(recovery  tsykloprysoedynenyya,  halohe-  tion,  hydrogenation,  oxidation,
polymerization, etc.).

Fullerenes are not soluble in water, but unlike diamond and graphite soluble
in some organic solvents used in the production and purification of fullerenes.

Non-carbon fullerenes

There  are  many  prescribed  on  the  basis  of  theoretical  Calculations  ing
fulerenopodibnyh closed stable  structures consisting  not  only of  atoms,  but  the
atoms of other elements.

In  practice,  such  structures  derived  from  silicon  atoms.  potential
applications silicon fullerene  Globular

molecules are components of quantum computers, hy-
mycheskye catalysts, superconductors.

The first metal fullerene analogue synthesized in 2006 with the gold atoms. 
The  resulting  molecules  are  stable  at  room  temperature  and  can  exist

independently.

Similar  gold  nanoclusters  exhibit  strong  enough  tycheskye  catalytic

properties and can be used in different areas: in defense of hydrogen fuel cells by

carbon monoxide pollution; in the process of converting methane into hydrogen

vapor;  in  cars  (sposobst-  vuyut  decomposition  of  nitrogen  oxides  and  carbon

monoxide in safe che- loveka matter); in fire protection (masks for firefighters).

One of the most promising applications of "golden"

fullerene is biotechnology and medicine.



For example, the method developed DNA delivery into living cells in power

continue gold nanoparticles; The mechanism of influence of the metal particles in

autoimmune diseases of the human body.

Non-carbon nanotubes

In addition to carbon nanotubes may also forming nanotubes of inorganic

materials - borydov, carbides, nitrides, oxides, etc., that have unique, different from

the bulk material svoy- stvamy.

Given the key role in the formation of the layered structure nanotru- side we

can conclude that almost all  layered compounds with relatively weak interlayer

interaction can be rolled into nanotubes.  These include various hrafitopodibnyy

structure-bearing being not only a hexagon, but other 4-, 6-, 8-, 10-, 12-membered

rings,  eg BN-rings  (nanotubes  from boron nitride),  hexagonal  layers  of  carbon

nitride (C3N4); type chalcogenide PbSe, GaSe, their mixed compounds and rare

earth aktinoidnye borokarbidy (YB2C2) and many others. Thus, theoretically, the

number of possible inorganic on- notrubok huge.

Almost implemented nanotubes from boron nitride BN, are working on the

synthesis of nanotubes, silicon carbide SiC.

Research neuhlerodnyh nanotubes only in the initial stage of development,

but some results, including the character of application, already noteworthy.

Established such that the properties of nanotubes neuhlerodnyh diverse than

carbon, and some, such as piezoelectric, the carbon existent.

It  is  assumed  that  the  Non-carbon  nanotubes  are  more  than  carbon,  the

capacity for accumulation and storage of hydrogen and other gases.

Non-carbon nanotubes have a much greater potential WMS

which ye have both chemicals and catalysts.
Protein tube is a kind of stepping dvyha- Tel capable of converting chemical

energy into  mechanical  energy.  Such  an  mo kinezinovye proteins  is  a  kind of
biological  machines  and  can  provide  transport  functions  and  processes  of  the
movement.

Graphene

Graphene is a two-dimensional allotropnuyu modification of carbon atoms
formed  a  layer  one  atom  thick,  knows  dyaschihsya  in  sp²-hybridization  and



connected via  σ- and π-bonds in the two-dimensional hexagonal crystal lattice. It
can be represented as a single plane of graphite, separated from the bulk crystal.

This material synthesized in 2004 in Manchester universite- those (UK), for
his  creation scientist  A.  Geim and Novoselov KA in 2010 awarded the Nobel
Prize.

Among  the  remarkable  properties  of  graphene  -  the  highest  mechanical

strength (on this indicator it is 100 times greater than steel of similar thickness),

high thermal conductivity (thermal conductivity is 10 times higher than that of

copper), the maximum electron mobility of all co- Vestn materials.

Graphene has incredible potential applications. It is assumed that will be a

new class of "hrafenovoy nanoelektro-

nicks "transistors with a base thickness of 10 nm. Graphene is often called

"Foundation" for future electronics.

The  combination  of  transparency,  good  electrical  conductivity  and  ela-

stychnostyu graphene led to the idea to use it when creating them sensor- displays

and photovoltaic cells for solar panels.

Other possible applications - the use of graphene as a highly sensitive sensor

to  detect  individual  molecules  molecule  chemicals;  making  a  supercapacitor

electrodes (ultracapacitor) for use as an IP rechargeable power sources.

Conclusions

1. Carbon polyhydric cluster formation plays a special role among different
groups of carbon nanomaterials due to eccentricity as a chemical element, diversity
derived structures, a huge range of unusual properties. Among the most promising
are new allotropic forms of carbon related to nanostructures - fullerenes, carbon
nanotubes, graphene.

2. Fullerenes are spherical and spheroidal vysokosimmetrichnye clusters of
atoms  that  exhibit  "true"  nano-size  effects  and  properties  is  the  basis  of
fundamentally new classes of materials, devices, tools, appliances.

3. A unique nanomaterials, carbon nanotubes, due to the particular structure
(practical  bezdefektnosti)  proyav-  distributing  high  performance  mechanical
properties (higher than properties of known materials), a wide range of electrical
properties, many other unusual properties (quantum properties, the effect of light,
electricity, mechanical properties), etc. . D.

4. The  main  methods  of  producing  fullerenes  and  carbon  nano-tubes  is
sublimation  (thermal  evaporation),  followed  desublimatsiyi  graphite  (gas  phase



transition from the solid state) and pyrolysis (decomposition at high temperatures)
hydrocarbons.

5. On the basis of fullerenes and carbon nanotubes (and their variants) may
create a wide range of different materials with a wide variety of limit physical,
chemical,  mechanical  and  other  properties.  Many  of  the  options  of  practical
application of these materials have already been implemented.

Questions for self-control

1. What caused specific role of carbon polyatomic cluster formations among
the various groups of nanomaterials?

2. What modifications allotropnye Carbon  you  know?  Which  ones
belong to nanomaterials?

3. Cho is a fullerene?

4. What are the fullerene molecule?
5. Describe the main methods of obtaining fullerenes.
6. What the properties of fullerene?
7. What structures based on fullerene you know?

8. What are the promising applications of fullerene materials.
9. What are Non-carbon fullerenes?
10.What  features  of  the structure and properties  of  carbon nanotubes have?
11.Opishite unusual mechanical properties of carbon nanotubes and

the possibility of their use.

12. Specify methods for carbon nanotubes. Give them cf.

tional characteristics.
13. What are the main applications of carbon nanotubes?
14. Based on what materials can be obtained nanotubes? Country

Kimi properties are Non-carbon nanotubes?

15.What is special about the structure and properties of graphene? What is the
potential of its application?



TOPIC 7. SURROUND NANOMATERIALS

To  bulk  (massive,  compact  nanocrystalline)  on-  nomaterialam  materials

include products  with the size of  them in  the macro range (more than a  few

millimeters), consisting of a large number of nanoscale elements (crystallites), ie

polycrystalline materials, grain which having nanometer dimensions (1 ... 100 nm)

in all three directions.

In 90 years the German professor H. Hlyayter proposed the concept of on-

nostruktury solid and practically implemented method for compact materials with

grains  (krystallytamy)  nanometer  size.  He  also  was  introduced  to  the  term

"nanomaterials" (first as nanokristalliche- schimi then nanostructured, nanofaznyh,

nanocomposite, etc.).

The great scientific and practical interest in these materials induced by, on

the one hand, the expression of a number of unusual compared with traditional

analog  Coarse  tion,  properties,  implementation  of  special  mechanisms  of

deformation,  charge  transfer,  etc.,  and  on  the  other,  the  possibility  creating

material  based  real  gross  konst-  ruktsiy  and  devices  suitable  for  industrial

applications.

The production of these materials is one of the most fynan- siruemyh areas

of  nanotechnology  and  based  on  modifika-  tion  of  many  well-known,  well-

established  and widely stosovu-  IIR technologies  including powder  metallurgy,

PVD-deposition methods, technology and materials processing pressure and so on.

D.

The most promising areas of application of these materials are: high-strength

structural  materials  and tools for  the construction,  engineering,  instrumentation,

materials  processing;  nanocomposites;  Magnitomjagkie  and  mahnitotverdi

materials ferro-magnetic materials for electrical industrial STI; Porous materials

for the chemical and petrochemical indus ness (catalysts,  adsorbents, filters and

separators); materials for fuel cells and other akuumulyatorov power converters;

biocompatible materials for applications in medicine, pharmaceuticals and so on. d.



Overview of methods for

The  main  methods  of  nanomaterials  can  be  divided  into  a  number  of
technical groups Fig. 7.1: methods based on powder metallurgy (compaction of
nanopowders);  methods,  which  are  based  on  the  crystal  lyzatsyya  amorphous
alloys; methods based on the use of passive ynten- plastic deformation; "Surface"
technology (creating coatings and modified layers of nanostructures); complex for
the methods of use successively or simultaneously several different technologies.

Figure 7.1 - Basic methods of bulk nanocrystalline Parent rials

Each of these methods has its advantages and disadvantages, none of them is
universal as well apply for op redelennoho range of facilities.

For example,  powder technology does not provide a receipt bespo- Risto
nanomaterials.

The properties of nanocrystalline metals and alloys, obtained by deposition
technologies, highly sensitive to impurities.

For  bulk  nanomaterials  obtained  by  different  technological  hiyami,  very
urgent problem to stabilize the nanostructures sohrane- ing properties under real
operating conditions.

Stabilized  nanocrystalline  materials  likely  will  not  be  established  on  the
basis of metals,  and based on the multi-systemic issues.  Metal compounds with
oxygen,  nitrogen,  carbon,  silicon,  bo-  rum with  a  high melting  point  and high
thermal stability, perhaps, will be the main components of materials

future as nanomaterials will create stable rabotayu-

ing and its properties do not change throughout life.
Features of the mechanical properties of nanomaterials, semi-
existing severe plastic deformation



As you know, any plastic deformation provides suttyevo- ve impact on the
structure  and  properties  of  materials.  For  example,  when  rolling  or  pressing
implemented  during  deformation  in  the  temperature  below the  recrystallization
temperature (cold deformation), is crushing microstructure and some increase in
strength  characterized  junction  (slander),  due  to  increased  density  of  defects
kristalli- Czech structure, above all, dislocations.

The  materials  subjected  to  strain  these  traditional  methodological  ladies
usually  have  low  plasticity,  which  is  one  of  the  fundamental  characteristics
required for the development of new structural materials and products from them.

Methods Air Force provides both high value and prochno- sti and plasticity
of nanomaterials.

Research unusual combination of strength and ductility in on- nomaterialah
are very important as fundamental and praktiches- little value. From a fundamental
point of view, these studies are interesting for understanding new mechanisms of
deformation. On the practical side, creating nanomaterials with high strength and
ductility can dramatically increase their  fatigue strength,  impact strength,  lower
temperature was brittle-viscous transition. It is known that fatigue is a factor often
reduces  other  life  and,  hence  the  in-  transformational  change  many  advanced
materials.

Investigation of deformation mechanisms in nanostruk- tour bulk materials
obtained by methods IPA revealed on- blowing features.

◙ Presence ultradrobne grains facilitates deformation mechanisms such as
grain-boundary  slip,  Fig.  7.2  ze-  ren  rotation,  which  significantly  increases
flexibility  and  is  a  prerequisite  for  the  realization  sverhplastychnosty  in
nanostructured materials.

Figure 7.2 -Transfer beans to each other due to grain slip ranitsah

Sverhplastychnost  appears as  a sharp increase in ductility alloy with a
significant decrease stress currents Fig. 7.3.



and

b

Figure 7.3 -Samples of the alloy Zn - 22% Al after tensile at 250 ° C:

and - Coarse condition; b - nanocrystalline state

Nanostructured multilayer coating

Formation  of  nanoscale  multilayer  structure  in  the  coating  leads  to
qualitatively new properties compared to od- nosloynymi coatings.

Among these properties, above all, should include a yntensyv- ve increase
strength, hardness compared to the additive (total term) strength and hardness of
the individual components, due to the high specific particle interphase interfaces
with characteristic for them phenomena associated the mismatch lattices bilateral
diffusion, inhibition of dislocations on interphase etc.

In addition to increasing strength and hardness, multilayer structures with
nanometer thickness films exhibit a number of other unusual properties
(Chemical, physical) and, depending on the combination of material layers may be
of interest for a variety of practical applications, including as separate products.

Getting superhard nanostructured multilayer coatings based on alternating
nanolayers refractory compounds (TiN / NbN, TiN / ZrN, (TiAl) N / CrN, etc.), the
most  promising for  increasing  bone stiy-  cutting  tools,  wear  different  products
machine-building,  based  on  the  application  of  physical  methods  of  deposition
material in a vacuum.

The number of layers in these MNEs may vary within wide limits crystals,
selected depending on the technological problems to be solved and in some cases
can reach two hundred. At the same time of their number (ie each layer tol- Kyiv
region) depend essentially on mechanical properties, STI-private, microhardness.

With  decreasing  thickness  of  the  layers  of  multilayer  coatings  hardness
increases and reaches for eg TiN / NbN and TiN / ZrN ~ 70 GPa layers with a
thickness of ~ 10 nm. Hardness monolayer coatings of the same materya- fishing is
20 ... 30 GPa.

Conclusions



1. Among  the  various  groups  of  nanomaterials  special  scientific  and

practical  interest  are  ny  dimensional  nanomaterials,  who  possess  unusual  rya-

house over traditional analog Coarse properties - physical, chemical, mechanical,

tehnolohiches- cal and operational.

2. The main problem of effective practical application of nanomaterials for

receiving  ob'yek  conditions  for  the  implementation  of  the  main  advantages  of

nanostructures is to ensure stability during processing and operation.

3. To  the  most  common  methods  for  three-dimensional  nanomaterials

include  the  following:  the  technology  of  powder  metallurgy;  crystallization  of

amorphous  alloys;  intensive  plastic  deformations  tion;  "Surface"  technology;

complex  methods.  Many  uka-  zanyh  methods  worked  and  can  be  used  for

industrial applications.

4. One universal methods of creating nanocrystalline structures in a variety

of  bulk  materials  -  metal,  kerami-  Czech,  composite  -  a  powder  metallurgy

technology,  implementation  main  stages  which  have  specific  characteristics

compared to the traditional method of compaction dispersed environments.

5. Bezporysti nanostructured bulk materials (metals, industrial alloys) with

high  mechanical  and  operational  svoy-  stvamy  obtained  by  severe  plastic

deformation (strains matsyonnoho dispersion), the main ones are under pressure

torsion, comprehensive forging, pressing EQUAL CHANNEL ANGLE, etc. .

6. Bulk nanostructured metals  and alloys,  obtained methodological  ladies

Force can be considered as advanced structural and functional materials of new

generation. In addition, methods of the Air Force, being, in fact, new applications

of methods of processing metals davle- tion (OMD), are able to be integrated into

existing ethical tehnolohy- chain in the stages of metallurgical bar - semi-finished

or semi-finished product - the product.

7. Obtaining nanostructured bulk materials with high mechanical properties

ha  rakterystyky  may  also  transition  from  amorphous  material  in  micro-  and

nanocrystalline state in re- dock rapid quenching (heat treatment) melt at very high

cooling rates.  Get products  in the form of  tapes,  wires,  foils  with high quality

surfaces with various metal alloys.

8. To bulk nanostructured materials are also nanokri- stallicheskie coating

derived modified CVD and qualifications for RVD-cal.

9. Most  broad  prospects  for  obtaining  nanostructured  continue  various

indoor  warehouses  on  structural  and  instrumental  Parent  rials  opened  using



vacuum ion-plasma RVD- qualifications for nolohiy associated with the formation

of atomic material flows not only through thermal influence, but also involving ion

-plazmennyh processes.

10. Multilayer  nanoscale  coating,  consisting  of  nanometer  thick  layers

exhibit  a  number  of  qualitatively  new  features  compared  to  the  single-layer

coatings  -  more  intensive  increase  strength,  hardness  compared to  the  additive

(total) strength and hardness of the individual components. Similar structures wise

enough  prospects  to  improve  the  stability  of  cutting  tools,  wear  different

engineering products.



Questions for self-control

1. What are nanomaterials call volume?
2. What caused the great scientific and practical interest to obsyah-

lev materials?

3. Describe  the  main  methods  of  bulk  nanomaterials,  advantages  and
disadvantages of each.

4. What are the specifics of powder metallurgy in obtaining nanomaterials
over traditional analogous tech technology?

5. What methods of powder metallurgy most appropriate for nanomaterials,
and why?

6. What are the main group of nanomaterials derived poroshko-
howling advanced technology and their applications.

7. Describe  the  nature  of  severe  plastic  deformation.  Rye  Uka-  main
advantages of the Air Force over other technological hiyami obtaining
nanomaterials.

8. Give a brief description of the main methods of the Air Force - torsion
pressure EQUAL CHANNEL ANGLE pressing, forging vsestoron- it.

9. Describe the features of the mechanical properties of bulk nanomaterials.
received intensive plastic deformations that.

10.What  is  meant  by  low  and  high  ductility  over-?  Add  a  possible
application of  these  effects.  Which 11.V areas  in  which quality  products
possible use

bulk nanomaterials received the Air Force?
12.What methods of controlled crystallization of the amorphous state you

know, what is the essence of practical realiza- tion?



TOPIC 8. MAIN FIELD OF NANOMATERIALS AND 
NANOTECHNOLOGIES

Qualitative  characteristics  of  nanotechnology is  praktiches-  who use  new
knowledge on the physical and chemical properties of matter.

This exclusivity is both nanotechnology - new knowledge involves making
conceptual changes in on- boards of technology, medicine, agricultural production-
tion and changes in environmental, social and military spheres.

It is assumed that the main sectors of the market products nanoteh- nolohiy
near  future  are  the  following:  nanomaterials,  nanoelek-  tronyka,  pharmacy and
medicine, chemical industry, environment, transport, Fig. 8.1.

Figure 8.1 - Major market sectors nanotechnology products

(Billions of dollars in the next 10 years

Some  examples  of  innovative  approaches  involving  the  use  of
nanotechnology in various fields, consider zhenie in the following sections.

Structural and functional nanostructured materials

Development  of  new materials  and technologies  of  their  production and
processing  generally  refers  to  a  key or  critical  areas with-  temporary  stage of
civilization.

The advent of new materials with new properties has always played hurt
Shua role in the history of civilization, carrying not only uzkoproizvodstven- not,
and social functions. Just remember how much otlycha-



lis stone and bronze age, the age of steam and electricity age, atomic energy and
computers.

It  is  known that  the  materials  are  the  basis  for  70% of  gross  domestic
product cur- fore industrialized countries and therefore is in- lyayutsya vital to the
economy. Significant changes in in- changing materials can lead to improvements
not only in economic but also global politics.

Based  on  the  principles  of  nanotechnology  are  realized  samples
nanostructured  super  hard,  super-strong,  ultra-light,  korrozi-  onno-  and  wear
resistant materials and coatings, catalysts vysokoraz- twisted surface of nanoporous
membranes for fine cleaning materials with unusual magnetic, electrical, optical
and other properties.

Nanomaterials dominate the global  nanotechnology market,  their  share in
sales in 2007 exceeded 90%.

Creating materials with a new level of functional properties as a result of
these  nanoscale  (ynstru-  mental  and  structural  materials,  coatings  with
nanostructures,  "smart"  materials,  magnetic  and  highly  porous  materials,
biomaterials etc.) is a priority for the development of nanotechnology.

Production and use of  these groups of  materials  can change the Existing
Venn  many  areas  -  engineering,  metallurgy,  mehanoobrabotku,  construction,
transport, energy, silsko- skoe economy, national security, environment, medicine.
Due nanostructured materials may be new industries.

Nanostructured materials of construction

One  of  the  most  important  applications  of  nanotechnology  and  on-
nomaterialov is to create a fundamentally new class konstruktsi- tional materials -
with an extremely high strength, combining high strength and ductility with high
specific  strength,  able  to  change  its  structure  and  properties  depending  on
external  factors  etc.  This  area  is  now  one  of  the  most  vos-  require
nanotechnology.

Based on the creation of nanomaterials may extend the range of strength
structural  materials,  see.  PA 4.5,  Fig.  4.8,  both  by receiving  ob'yek  (compact)
nanostructured materials with high tight Stu defects in the crystal structure at grain
boundaries,  obtained  mainly  by  severe  plastic  deformation,  and  by  creating  a
virtually defect-free nanomaterials (nanotubes).

Given the fact that the density of single-walled carbon nanotubes is 5 times
less than the density of steel, and the strength is more than 20 times higher cm. p.



4.5, Tab. 4.3, specific strength of nanotubes can be more than a hundred times
more than a similar option to become. This opens up prospects may vary for per-
use  of  this  material  as  konstruktsion-  tion  in  areas  where  the  problem  of
increasing  the  efficiency  of  most  weight  more  relevant  -  aviation,  space
engineering, construction, etc.

The combination of high strength and ductility, and effective manifestation
ffects  sverhplastychnosty  in  nanomaterials  cm.  P.  4.5  mozhly-  ensure  their
effective ness forming and getting on their basis the details of lei and of complex
shapes for use in various industries, Fig. 8.2.

and

b

Figure  8.2-  Examples  of  products  derived  obsyah-  term  superplastic  accurate
punching through implementation sverhplastychnosty aluminum and its alloys:

and - the product of the "piston"; b - strumozyomnyky for electric high

durability



Nanomaterials  constructional  purposes  can  be  metalliche-  ski,  ceramic,
polymer, composite.

Many  groups  of  construction  materials  nanostructured  multifunctional  ye-
zhenie. In addition to use for this constructive elements, caseand other elements, the
basic requirements which have high strength properties,  these materials through
various physical, chemical, operational properties may have different applications.

Nanocomposites

One promising avenue in the field of material of construction is also driving
the  creation  of  composite  materials  (nanokompo-  zitov)  with  various
uprochnytelem  in  the  form  of  nanoparticles  (dispersed-pack  rochnennyh),
nanofibers,  nanotubes  (fibrous)  nanolayers  (layered)  distributed  in  the  matrix
polymer, ceramics, metals and alloys. This is achieved properties that can not be
obtained with other on- polnitelyami.

Nanomaterials as filler composite multi tional. Their introduction not only
increases  the  mechanical  characteristics,  which  is  extremely  important  for
construction  materials,  but  also  the  water  content  of  conductivity,  thermal
conductivity, temperature range extends complementary positive.

These  materials  are  used,  for  example,  for  making  de-  hoists  aerospace,
space antennas, optics, mirrors, anti tiradarnyh coatings; as material design details
avtomo-  Balea;  military  industry;  for  the  manufacture  of  consumer  electronic
devices; in the manufacture of hoses and pipes for delivery of combustible gases
and liquids, etc. It is supposed to create a fundamentally new class kompozitsion-
these  materials  based  on a  combination  of  different  groups  of  nanomaterials  -
fullerenes, nanotubes and nanowires, nanocoating, see. Fig. 6.19. These materials
are promising for micro and nanoelectronics, to create akku- mulyatorov hydrogen,
high-temperature superconductors, etc.

Instrumental nanomaterials

Nanomaterials  are  of  interest  in  terms  of  their  use  as  a  tool.  The
prerequisites for this are their

high mechanical properties (such as hardness), higher than traditional materials,
durability, heat resistance.

◆For example, nanopowders are used as an abrasive for ultrafine machining



of  surfaces.  Thus,  nanopo-  Rosca  metals  with  inclusions  of  carbides  used  as
shlifuyu-  tion and polishing material  in  the final  stages  of  processing polupro-
conductors, dielectrics.

◆Starting from nanoalmazov used for polishing Parent rials for electronics,
optics,  medicine,  engineering,  jewelery  industry  yield  and  defect-free  surfaces
mirror  nude  solids  of  any  geometric  shape  with  high  inequalities  continue  to
surface 2 ... 8 nm.

◆ It is a promising tool in nanostructured ceramic materials state based on

aluminum oxide Al2O3, zirconium oxide ZrO2, refractory metal carbides.
For example, based on nanopowders tungsten carbide WC and cobalt Co,

and based on TiC / Fe nanocomposite designed metallokerami- ethical materials
that  are  far  superior  in  durability,  prochno-  eat  and  toughness  analogues  with
conventional mykrostrukturoy.

Some companies already use similar materials vyhotov- PRINCIPLES FOR
GOOD GOVERNANCE metalworking tools, such mikrosverel to handle PCBs.

There  is  also  experience  in  production  and application  of  nanostructured
carbide  tool  nanomaterials  based  monokarbidu  tungsten  without  cobalt  bonds
(VOLKAR material) that prospects for the wise use in various processes of high-
speed machining of hard metals and alloys and can replace expensive instruments
from diamond and cubic nitride boron.

The  main  applications  of  these  materials  -  durable  tools  for  various
processing technologies, such as cutting tools (drills, cutters) mikrosverla and other
tools for the electronics industry, tools for fabrication (pro qatna rollers, stamps),
mining equipment, woodworking tools , mills for dentistry, etc.

Given that increasing the rigidity of the tool 1.3 ...  1.5 times its stability
provides  increased  ten  times,  you  can  imagine  what  will  be  the  economic
efficiency of the implementation of nanostructured carbide tools in the industry.

◆There are developments in the use of reinforcing nanodobavok (carbon
nanotubes) for diamond abrasive tools for meta-term bonds.  The introduction of
the  carbon  nanotube  connections  suschest-  tively  increases  its  physical  and
mechanical properties and adhesion to the diamond grains.

◆ It  is  also  possible  to  create  new  vysokotverdyh  instrumental-  these
materials  and  precision  instruments  based  on  carbon  kla-  erased  -  fullerenes,
nanotubes material  testing.  For example, based on fullerenes created pyramidal
indenter for measuring achievements tver- diamonds and diamond films; nanotubes
are used as needles (diameter of several atoms) scanning probe mikrosko floor, etc.

nanostructured ceramics



The increasing use of recently found nanostruk- Turnus ceramics obtained
by  compacting  nanopowders  of  refractory  and  brittle  materials  under  normal
conditions of different physical and chemical in- birth: oxides (alumina, zirconia,
silica,  beryllium,  titanium,  magnesium),  nitrides  (silicon,  boron  ,  aluminum),
carbides (refractory metals - W, Ti, V, Ta, silicon, boron), borides, silicides, etc.

Nanokeramika  has  a  number  of  advantages  over  metal,  along  with  high
hardness and strength, it has high heat resistance, not
prone to corrosion, has a lower specific gravity.

The main problem with creating products with traditional ceramics -
increasing plasticity, the search for optimal methods of molding products

of the starting powders, improving quality and productivity shall machining.
Such problems can be solved by decreasing the size of ze- to the nanometer

range ren ceramics - pottery is plastic enough term that allows for OMD methods
for  products  (eg  mayor,  stamping,  rolling)  and  even  shows  the  effect
sverhplastychnosty (at elevated temperatures).

In particular, the ceramics (USA), which sostav- plasticity plasticity lyaye
1/3  lead.  This  ceramics  has  sufficient  ness  plastic  products  for  hot  rolling,
stamping. In Japan continue luchena superplastic ceramics (SiC-SiN) elongation of
250%.

In addition to high plasticity, nanokeramika also has great toughness, crack
resistance, wear resistance. Not by chance was the term
"Ceramic Steel".

Due to these properties nanokeramika can be used as a structural material -
to create strong structures and products of IMU (mostly oxide ceramics based on
ZrO2, Al2O3, V2O3, etc.), as well as through specific electrical, magnetic, optical
properties, as a functional material.

With  the  creation  of  many  promising  nanokeramiki  associated  on-
PRINCIPLES FOR GOOD GOVERNANCE: production of lightweight, durable, heat-
resistant  materials  for  razlych-  these  products  -  automotive  body  parts,
construction  (pipes,  cladding  buildings),  household  Industry  (obli-  tsyuvannya
refrigerators,  furniture,  appliances)  ,  precision  instruments  such  mikrotonnyh
plates  and  surgical  scalpels,  blades  of  turbines,  rocket  obtekateley,  protective
coatings spacecraft; kons- truirovanie fuel cells, sensors, solar cells; ing element
microelectronics and micromechanical systems; materials noses teley information.

These materials  are also being tested for  use as  a material  deal  of  space



stations  as  a  substitute  metalliches-  cal  buildings  ballistic  missiles  and rockets
designed to launch satellites over-; for windows jets; pro military mundirovaniya
(helmets). A special role is played nanokeramika for use in medical practice, such
as  creating  biosovmesti-  IIR  materials  for  implants  -  and  in  orthopedics  and
traumatology, serde- chno-vascular and maxillofacial surgery, dentistry.

Biotechnology and Medicine

One  of  the  promising  areas  of  biotechnology  is  the  application  of
nanotechnology,  that  is  a  combination  of  methods  to  make  the  ski  biological
objects defined properties to be used in a variety of on- industries.

Biotechnology  -  Science  and  versatile  production  that  examines  and
bioprocess biological objects at the molecular and cellular levels. Biotechnology
will  solve  many  problems  in  the  field  of  ecology,  shall  ditsiny,  agriculture,
nanoelectronics, national defense and security. For such problems can be attributed
genome of  humans,  animals,  plants,  genetic  engineering,  monitoring ca-  Ruzha
environment,  waste  management,  storage  and  processing  silsko-  zyaystvennoy
products, diagnosis and treatment of the most dangerous diseases, etc. Formed a
new direction - nanobiotechnology, dostyzhe-
tion which are used in various industries, such as:

◆ in engineering - biomolecules and microorganisms are today the basis of
primitive nanomachines that synthesize a given program complex polymers and
their  copies;  DNA  molecule  nano  particles  collected  in  the  three-dimensional
structure;

◆in  electronics  -  biological  objects  are  elements  of  micro-circuits  and

sensors;  on  the  basis  of  neuronal  connections  made  possible  living  nerves  of
integrated circuits;

◆in  power  -  bacteria  produce  combustible  gases  and  cope  with  the
consequences  of  oil  pollution;  based  on  bacteria  already  created  "live"
nanobatareyka;

◆in ecology  -  bacteria absorb harmful  substances,  clear  stoch- no water
used for disposal of waste;

◆in  agriculture  -  used  transgenic  (genetically  modified)  plants  and

animals, biological pesticides, etc.;

◆ in food, pharmaceutical, chemical -bacteria produce many products, food
additives, complex substances are synthesized and control solution composition,
etc.

With  the  development  of  nanobiotechnology  closely  related  to  a



qualitatively new pro- fins medical science - molecular nanomedicine main on- the
boards of which are as follows.

Conclusions

1. The special role and practical importance of nanotechnology lies in the
possibility of developing new potential conceptual changes in almost all areas of
human  activity  -  industry,  health  and  medicine  in  the  field  of  information
technologies to hiy in environmental protection and national security, education
and etc.

2. One  of  the  most  important  applications  of  nanotechnologies  and
nanomaterials are creating a fundamentally new class of structural materials - with
extremely high strength, durability suschest- ool than traditional construction ma-
catching that combine high strength and ductility with high specific strength that
can change its structure and properties in over- dependence on external influences.

3. High values of mechanical properties, durability, thermal stability provide
the ability to create nanomaterials based on these new classes of tool materials -
free  nanopowders  based  abrasives,  including  diamond;  diamond  abrasive  tools
with the introduction of the nanotube connections; vysokotverdyh materials based
on  fullerenes  and  nanotubes  for  the  production  of  precision  instruments  for
different methods of testing materials; nanostructured wear-resistant coatings for
cutting tools and die, etc.

4. Nanostructured  ceramics  obtained  by  compacting  nanopo-  Rosca
substances  of  different  physical  and  chemical  nature,  compared  with  the
traditional,  has  significant  advantages,  above  all,  in-  forgiveness  ductility,
processability  and  can  be  used  as  a  promising  structural  material  in  aircraft,
mashinostroe- oo, medicine , household appliances, etc., as well as instrumental
Parent rial with high mechanical and performance properties.



Questions for self-control

1. What are the key market sectors of nanotechnology products in blizhay-
Shem future?

2. Which properties nanomaterials provide possibility
their use as a new class of structural materials?

3. What is meant by nanocomposite types uprochnyteley they can be applied?
4. specify examples practical application instrumental

nanomaterials.

5. IN whose areas most advisable using
nanostructured coatings, including multi?

6. What products can be made of nanokeramiki?

7. What are nanoporous materials and are promising
tyvy their use?

8. What are the most typical magnetic properties of nanomaterials and their
possible implementation.

9. In what appears "intelligence" of nanomaterials and where it you-

use?
10.What is the role of nanotechnology in microelectronics progress?
11.Describe the possibility of fullerenes and carbon nanotru- side as elements of

electronic devices.
12.What are the areas for improvement photonic devices based on-

nomaterialov you know?
13.What  is  meant  by  nanoelektromehanichni  and  microelectromechanical

systems?
14.What are the main areas of application of nanotechnology in bioteh-

oology and medicine.

15.What is a "lab-on-a-chip"?



TOPIC 9. POTENTIAL AND PROSPECTS NANOSCIENCE AND 
NANOTEHNIKY

Potential and prospects of nanotechnology

Nanotechnology is funded by and fastest growing type of research activity

in the world. The volume of investment in the development of nanotechnology in

industrial slow-growing developed countries each year, a number of countries and

regions

(US,  Japan,  Germany,  Russia,  China,  the  European  Union)  are  priority  target

programs in-.

An example would be a long-term program of US "national nanotechnology

initiative» (NNI) on the development of  nanotechnology, in which sold around

5,000  research  projects  and  long-term  programs  nanotehnolohycheskye  Japan,

China, Korea yuzh- term, Israel create a "Russian corporation of nanotechnologies

"etc. Public funding of NNI 1.4 billion. dollars annually, and in 2011 - 1.8 billion.

dollars.

The  total  amount  of  global  funding  for  research  in  the  field  of  nano

technology in 2009 amounted to 19.5 billion. Dollars.

Currently nanotechnology is experiencing a "youth" re- walk from unformed

"child" state to a mature and responsible stage of development.

However, having an initial stage of development, nanotechnology ceased to

be the subject of a curious physical research and philosophical reasons, becoming a

powerful mechanism for creating with- vershenno new materials and production

processes. On this basis, is now created and produced numerous articles (of new

types of "nehryazneyuschih" fabrics, sports equipment, automotive glass, changing

color depending on the light,  to  microelectronic  devices,  drug delivery devices

aimed at  the  body,  etc.  ).  On-  notehnolohii  become the main trend of  modern

industry. nanotechnology turned in goods, new overall

value.

There commercialization of nanotechnology.

Already,  the global  nanotechnology industry uses  in  the production of  at

least  80 groups of  consumer goods and more than 600 kinds of raw materials,

components and industrial equipment-oxidized; in circulation is more than 5,000

goods - ing productive nanotechnology, including medical, electronics, cosmetics,



sports, rys.9.3. Revenue from sales of nano in 2009 amounted to over 250 billion.

Dollars.

Socialimplications of nanotechnology

The  development  of  nanotechnology  and  the  effects  of  their  use  are

globalizing ballroom nature, affecting all spheres of human activity - pro-industry,

information environment, health, economy, socio-cial sector.

Large-scale  changes  that  society  expects  in  connection  with  roz-  tyem

nanotechnology so substantial  that  may require  Vir  PRINCIPLES FOR GOOD

GOVERNANCE  new  criteria  and  socio-economic  indicators,  build  ing  new

approaches in the structure of social production, Fig. 9.1.

Figure  9.1  -  The  general  scheme  of  nanotechnology  research  and
commercialization of

The most effective thing would develop the sectors vyrobnyts- tion, which
will be able to find the real application of scientific achievements in the field of
nanotechnology.

The introduction  of  nanotechnology to  radically  change causes  structural
tour many parts of the production process - from delivery of raw materials and
preliminaries, the manufacture of new equipment and the formation pryntsypy- tial
new processes to develop a radically different system of quality control of the final



product and the formation of legislative and legal basis of its practical application .
A  special  role  for  the  organization  of  transmission  of  new  construction

current  design  and  technology  in  the  industrial  sector.  Using  otrymanyy-  term
information industry should introduce new technologies that commercialize them
and to provide the public new products and US- alkali jobs and support sustainable
economic growth.

A major role in international industrial competition, which constantly have
to compare the quality of products based on various indicators continue, acquires
standardization. The development of international standards,

definitely  should  promote  international  trade  and  ma-  terialy  nanotechnology
products and increased investment in commercial production.

New technologies require new knowledge and from employees at all levels
of  production and create  additional  value.  This  means that  the development  of
nanotechnology is associated not only with the creation of relevant scientific and
economic environment, but also with the availability of skilled technical personnel
at all stages of production. The introduction of nanotechnology requires a change
in the labor market, which implies new and requirements- tion to vocational and
engineering education.  And the fundamental  social  changes associated with the
introduction nanotehnolo-  hyy require  changing and modernizing the  education
system at  all  stages  of  education.  Adapting to  new nanotechnological  concepts
should begin in schools include vocational training, apply to universities and other
higher education institutions.

Nanotechnology creates a unique situation in the history cheloveche- tion
when suddenly became closer and even "merge" into a whole scientific disciplines
that have always been distant from each other (for example, biology and physics)
cm.  P.  9.1.  In  this  regard,  the need to  develop new and out-of-WIRE training
programs  that  make  it  easier  to  overcome  inter-disciplinary  boundaries,  and
facilitate  contacts  between  issledovate-  sentatives,  used  to  working  in  closed
professional  societies  to  ensure  effective  exchange  of  information  between
scientists of different spe - tsialnostey, ie fully develop interdisciplinary research.
This great value personal contact, the presence of "human network" in the structure
of scientific papers and communications.

The  interdisciplinary  nature  of  nanotechnology  and  its  combined  and
integrated  functions  leading to  unexpectedly  new and unusual  combinations  of
business and social relationships. As nanotehnolo- hycheskye goods and products
have very different purpose, is ac- revitalization and new links between experts in
marketing, distribution and sale in the rather distant from each region.

In the field of production management, special attention should be given to



new principles of management and investment risks.

Conclusions

1. development of nanotechnology and the effects of their use are globalizing
ballroom nature, affecting all spheres of human activity.

2. Nanotechnology is a general purpose technology that  you- walks as uniting
the beginning of many sciences and disciplines.

3. Integrating science based on nanotechnology will  lead to sinerhetiche-
sky  effect,  ie  their  interaction,  strengthening  and  creating  new  visa  IMD
technology development and new applications.

4. Generalized  concept  of  nanotechnology  is  the  following:  nano-
technology - is, first, the technology of atomic engineering, second, fundamental
scientific  challenge  existing  organizations  investigated  Jen,  and  the  third  -  a
philosophical concept, leading to the adoption of a holistic world vos- a new level
of knowledge; fundamentally new nadotrasle- howling priority.

5. Nanotechnology  is  a  commodity.  Nanotechnology  products  already
widely available on the world market.

6. Nanotechnology  is  vysokoinnovatsionnoy  area  that  requires  significant
investment. Funding nanotechnology zdiysnyu- stvlyaetsya first state.

7. The development of nanotechnology has important social implications,
requiring  the  development  of  new  criteria  and  indicators  of  socio-eco  chnoho
development, social change infrakstruktury. The key mo- Gut become such major
changes  for  humanity  areas  as  obi  Tanya  environment,  health  and  education
system.

Questions for self-control

1. In what appears synergistic effect of nanotechnology?

2. What are the economic aspects of nanotechnology?
3. Describe how nanotechnology products.
4. Describe promising projects in development of nanotechnology.
5. What social effects of nanotechnology you know?
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